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FOREWORD
 

This committee print is the. fifth of a series of such prints of studies 
on Copyright Law Revision published by the Committee on the Judi
ciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights. The 
studies have been prepared under the supervision of the Copyright 
Office of the Library of Congress with a view to considering a general 
revision of the copyright law (title 17, United States Code). 

Provisions of the present copyright law are essentially the same as 
those of the statutes enacted in 1909, though that statute was codified 
in 1947 and has been amended in a number of relatively minor respects. 
In the half century since 1909 far-reaching changes have occurred in 
the techniques and methods of reproducing and disseminating the 
various categories of literary, musical, dramatic, artistic, and other 
works that are subject to copyright; new uses of these productions 
and new methods for their dissemination have grown up; and indus
tries that produce 01' utilize such works have undergone great changes. 
For some time there has been widespread sentiment that the present 
copyright law should be reexamined comprehensively with a view to 
its general revision in the light of present-day conditions. 

Beginning in 1955, the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress,
pursuant to appropriations by Congress for that purpose, has been 
conducting a program of studies of the copyright law and practices. 
The subcommittee believes that these studies will be a valuable con
tribution to the literature on copyright law and practice, that they 
will be useful in considering problems involved in proposals to revise 
the copyright law, and that their publication and distribution will 
serve the public interest. 

The present committee print contains the following three studies 
relating to certain limitations on the scope of copyright: No. 14, 
"Fair Use of Copyrighted Works," by Alan Littman, formerly Special 
Adviser to the Copyright Office; No. 15, "Photoduplication of Copy
righted Material by Libraries," by Borge Varmer, Attorney-Adviser of 
the Copyright Office; and No. 16, "Limitations on Performing Rights," 
by Borge Varrner. 

The Copyright Office invited the members of an advisory panel and 
others to whom it circulated these studies to submit their views on 
the issues. The views, which are appended to the studies, are those 
of individuals affiliated with groups or industries whose private in
terests may be affected by copyright laws, as well as some independent 
scholars of copyright problems. 

It should be clearly understood that in publishing these studies the 
subcommittee does not signify its acceptance or approval of any 
statements therein. The views expressed in the studies are entirely 
those of the authors. 

JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 

Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate. 
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COPYRIGHT OFFICE NOTE 

The studies presented herein are part of a series of studies prepared 
for the' Copyright Office of the Library of Congress under 11 program 
for the comprehensive reexamination of the copyright law (title 17 of 
the United States Code) with a view to its general revision. 

The Copyright. Office has supervised the preparation of the studies 
in directing their genera! subject matter and scope, and has sought to 
fissure their objectivity and goneral accuracy. However, any views 
expressed ill the studies are those of the authors. 

Each of the studies herein was first submitted in draft form to an 
advisory PIWel of specialists appointed bv the Librarian of Congress, 
for their review and comment. The panel members, who are broadly 
representative' of the various industry and scholarly groups concerned 
with copyright, were also asked to submit their views 011 the issues 
presented in the studies, Thcrt-aftor each study, as then revised ill 
the light of the panel's comments, WaS made available to other in
terested persons who were in vitorl to submi t their views on the issues. 
The views submitted by the panel and others are appended to the 
st.udiss. These are, of course, the views of the writers alone, some of 
whom are affiliated with groups 01' industries whose private interests 
mav he affected, while others are independent scholars of copyright 
problems. 

ABE A. GOLDI\1AK, 

Chiej oj Research, 
Copyright Office. 

AHTHUH FISHEll, 

Requiter of Copyrightli, 
T.ibra,ry oj Cotujree«. 

L. QUIKCY MUMFORD, 
Librariam. oj Congress. 
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FAIR USE OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Section 1 of the copyright statute accords the proprietor of a copy
right a number of exclusive rights. But unlike the patentee, the 
copyright owner does not enjoy the exclusive right to "use" his copy
righted work.' His exclusive rights include, among others, the right 
to print, publish, copy and vend the work; in other respeets, the pub
lic may "use" the work. Such use includes not only intellectual and 
esthetic appreciation, but more concrete utilization as well. For 
example, there is no impediment to the use of n copyrighted form 
book in the development of the appropriate forms." 

In other areas, particularly where the copyrighted work is used in 
the production of a new work by the user, a potential conflict, arisos. 
The usc may be of such a nature and extent us to impinge upon those 
exclusive rights which the copyright owner docs enjoy. Thus, as
similation of the protected material into a new product may conflict 
with the owner's right to copy or publish. The courts have attempted 
to resolve this conflict through the introduction of a rule of reason. 
Where the circumstances render the appropriation a reasonable or 
"fair" use, the court will refuse to impose liabili ty. Accordingly, 
one commentator has stated in a frequently-quoted definit.ion that: 

Fair use may be defined as a privilege in others thnn the owner of the copyright, 
to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without his consent; 
notwithstanding the monopoly granted to the owner by the copyright.! 

The courts have grappled with the problem of fair usc without the 
aid of any specific statutory guide. The language of the statute has 
always been positive in granting exclusive rights, apparently admitting 
of no exceptions. In contrast, the statutes of most other countries 
have attempted to deal with at least some aspects of the problem.' 

In view of the potential breadth of the problem of fair use, the 
scope of this study has been consciously limited. ln particular, dis
cussion of the peculiar problems facing libraries, chiefly with respect 
to requests from users for photocopies of copyrighted works," has 
been minimized. This area is being reserved for specialized trcu t
ment. Also, limitations on the right of public performance arc the 
subject of a separate study and will be mentioned only incidentally 
herem. 

1 See Eichel v , Marcln, 241 Fed. 404. 410-411 (S.D.".Y. 19I'l); Loew's, Inc, v, Columbia Broadcasting 
System, Ine., 131 F. Supp, 165, 17' (S.D. Cal. 1955), all'd, sub 110m. Benny". Loews, Inc.• 239 1'". 2d 532 
(9th Clr. 1956), aff'd by a 4-4 division oC the Supreme Court, 356 U.S. 43 (1958). ct. 3.\ U .S.C. § 1,\4 which 
zrants to patent owners "the right to exclude ethers Crom ••• usmc ...... the Inv ention." 

2 American Institute of Architects v. Fenlchel, 41 F. Supp, 14G (S.DY.Y. IU4l). C]. Brtghtlcy v. Litt.lc
ton,37 Fed. 103 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1888). 

• BALL, THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT A0:D LITERARY PROPERTY 2GO (HlH).
, See IV, mfra. 
I This special problem nCllbrarles Is exemplified by the Report of the CoPurlgM Committee, ["lIitcd Kingdom 

Board of Trad_, Oct. 1952,pars. 43-53, and § 7 oC the United Kingdom Copyright Act, 195ti. 
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6 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

II. PRESENT LAW 

The silence of the 1909 act on the question of fair use is consistent 
with prior history. There has apparently never been any specific 
statutory provision dcaling with the question in the copyright law 
of the United States. At least one provision of the 1909 act has, 
however, had an indirect impact. Section 1 (b) extends to the owner 
of a copyright in a literary work the exclusive right "to make any 
version thereof." This provision changes the prior case law under 
which a "bona fide abridgment" was permissible." In general, how
ever, the rationale underlying the fair use doctrine and the criteria for 
its application are discernible in a body of case law unaffected by legis
lative developments. 

A. THEORETICAL BASES OF THE FAIR USE DOCTRINE 

Fair use may be viewed from two standpoints. It may be consid
ered a technical infringement which is nevertheless excused. On the 
other hand, it may be deemed a usc falling outside the orbit of copy
right protection and hence never an infringement at all. While this 
distinction has been said "to have no practical significance," 7 it may 
explain different usages of the expression "fair use." For example, 
the court in Shipman v. R.K.O. Pictures, Inc.,8 stated that: "Fair use 
is defined as copying the theme or ideas rather than their expression." 
This definition is based on a concept of fair usc as an appropriation of 
unprotected material." Such concept is related to the view that fair 
use is the negation of infringernen t, rather than a privileged infringe
men t. This usage is perhaps unorthodox in focusing upon a single 
inquiry, especially an inquiry which must be made in every infringe
ment action. In other words, there may be no problem of determining 
the reasonable nature of a taking when nothing legally protectible has 
been taken. . 

This inquiry may, however, furnish a useful first step in the laborious 
weighing of factors characteristic of fair use analysis. Such was the 
procedure apparently used in a recent case involving the burlesque of 
a story, where the court stated: 

Burlesque may ordinarily take the locale, the theme, the setting, situation and 
even bare basic plot.s without infringernunt, since such matters are ordinarily 
not prot.ecrible." 

Appropriation of even protectible material must always be "sub
stantial" to constitute infringement; thus a minimal amount of copy
ing should perhaps always be considered "fair." It has been suggested 
that fair use simply represents an attempt by the courts "to bring 
some order out of the confusion surrounding the question of how much 
can be copied." II 

Again, this approach may be directed to the question of infringe
ment in general, rather than fair use in partieulur." The question of 
the amount of material copied will be discussed below in conj unction 

'See Folsom v. Marsh, 9 Fed. Cas. 3~2, 343 xo. 4,901. (C.C.D. Mass. 1841); AMDUR, COPYRIGHT 
LA w A1':]l PRACTICE. 7fi2 (1937). 

1 Collen. "Fair UB' ill the Lau: oj Copvrioht" ASCAP, COPYRIGHT LAW SYMPOSIlJ11, ~o. 6, 
4:J, 48 (IYo,,). 

8 100 F. 2d 0:<3, 537 (2<1 Ctr. 1938).
• C1. Shel<lon v , Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F. 2<1 49 (2<1 Cir. 1930).
 
10 Columbia Pictures Corp. v, ?o:DC, 137 F. Supp. 348, 350 (S.D. Cal. 1955).
 
11 ""ole. 14 NOTRE DA.\!E LAW. H3, 449 (1939).
 
"See Oxford Book Co. v. College Entrance Book Co., Q8F. 2d G88(2d C1r. 1938). OJ. Macmillan Co. v.
 

King, 223 Fed. 862 (D. Mass. 1914). 



7 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

with the other criteria of fair useP It should be noted, however, that 
a broad underlying premise for the doctrine of fair use is supplied by 
the not.ions that: (1) the user has unlimited use of a great deal of un
protected material embodied in a copyrighted work; and (2) the user 
may, under any circumstances, copy an insignificant portion of pro
tected material. 

The doctrine of Iair use goes beyond the boundaries set hy these 
considerations. The amount 'of protected mutcrial freely available 
may be determined by many factors. One theory behind such 1)('1'
missible copying is the implied consont of the copyright owner. In 
many cases, duplication of portions of his works should be desired by 
the author for its beneficial efl'ee(sI4 Tlwse implications may he 
supported by express indicat.ions of the author's conscnt." OIl the 
other hand, indications of It rcstriet.ive intent, such as a statement 
requiring consent for any quotations, undermine this theory." III 
its place, there has bl'('Jl off'orcd t.he theory of a consent enforced by 
the figurative bargain embodied in the securing of u statutory copy
r ight." In other words, as a r-ondition of obtaining the statutory 
grunt, the author is deemed to consent to certain reasonable usps of 
his copyrighted work to promotc the ends of public welfare for which 
be was granted copyright. This concept has ttt least a surface liar
mony with the general assumption that the fair use doctrine doc's not 
apply to common law literary property." 

The theory of "enforced consent" suggest.s another rationale which 
relics more directly upon the constitutional purpose of copyright. It 
has often been stated that a certain degrre of latitude for the users 
of copyrighted works is indispensable for the "Progress of Science and 
useful Arts." 10 Particularly ill the case of scholarly works, step-by
step progress depends on a certain amount of borrowing, quotation 
and oomment." 

Justification for a reasonable usc of It copyrighted work is also said 
to be based OIl custom." This would appear to be closely related to 
the theory of implied (~OIISelIt. It also reflects tho relevance of custom 
to what is reasonable. In any event, it has been stated that fair use 
is such use as is "reasonable and oustomary." 22 

B. 'l'HE PROBLEM IN CONTEXT 

The problem of fair use has so far been discussed in general terms. 
The defense of fair usc bas been raised most frequently in certain 
contexts, The more characteristic situations will be examined. It 
should be appreciated that the problem arises in other contexts and 

18 See Tl, C. infra. 
"See e.o., Karl! v. Curtis Puh. Co., 39 F. SuPP. 830 (E.D. Wis. 1041); G. Ricordi & Co. v. Mason, 201 

Fed. 182, 183 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 19n). 
II See American Institute of Architects v. Fenichel, 41 F. 8upp. 140 (s.n.x.Y. l!)4J). 
"Seo Yau kwich , What i' Fair Uset z: U. of CHI. I.. REV. 20:l, (19M) [or the (ollnwlng illustrative le~end: 

"All rtF!;hts reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever with
out written permisslon except in the case of brier quotations ernbolted in crttlcal articles and reviews." 
Readers are orten directed to the party from whom permisslon or information should be sought. 

17 Note, 15 SO. CAL1F. L. R1';V. 24~, 2.00 (1942). 
18 BALL, op cit. note 3 supra, at 2rOn. 5; Goldlnz v, Radio Pictures Inc., 193P. ~d 103 (Cal., Dist. Ct. App, 

1948). Perhaps the disttnctron is between published and unnublished works rather than works for wh ich 
statutory protection has been obtutned and those which are protected under the common law. Sec SlTA 'V, 
LITERARY PROPERTY IN THE UAITED STATICS /;7 119JO). The test would he the applicability 
of the fair use doctrtne to unpubhshed works regist-ered under section 12 of the Federal copvneht statute. 

19 See,'V. H. Anderson Co. v. Buldwtn Law Pub. Co" 27 F. 2d 82, 89 «(;th Cir. 1028); Cha'ree, Reflections 
on the Law oj CoPVrighl, 45 COLUM. L. RF.V ..503,511 (!\145l. 

"See Mathews Conveyor Co. v. Palmer-liee Co. 135 F. 2<1 73 (Iltb Ch-. 1943).
":\ole, 15 SO. CALIF. REV. 2t9, 2.\0 (1942). 
"Shapir<>, Bernstein & Co. v : P. F. Collier & Son Co., 20 U.S.P.Q. 40, 42 (S.D.N.Y. 1934). 
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is, ill a Sbf\SI', inherent in much copyright iufringemcnt litigation. 
However, the wid« rangt- of situntions would seem to be but variations 
of t.ho basic conllirt, betwocu tho copyright owner anxious for cxclusi ve 
rights and U)(' US('I" who, for one reason or another, denies that his usc 
of tbl' copyrightr-d mutorinl infringes upon such rights. Examiunt ion 
of till' casl'S will roveul the various criteria of Iair use anrl how t hov 
iutcruct., .' 

1. Incidental use 
Section 1(1)) of the copyright statute grants the exclusive right to 

make any new version of a literary work and to arrange and adapt a 
musical work. These rights are sufficiently broad to include a change 
ill tho medium of expression of copyrighted material. Thus, it has 
been hold that a television comedy may nut copy substantially from a 
serious motion picture." But a different situation is presented where 
a rcnsounblc nmount of material is used incidentally and as back
ground in an ent.iroly difforent class of work. Such an appropriation 
may be «onsid ered a fair use. This is best illustrated by the use of 
excerpts from the lyrics of a copyrighted song in the course of a 
literary production. The courts have been reluctant to impose 
liability ill such a case." The incidental nature of such use, and its 
inability to compete with thc copyrighted work have produced a 
finding of Iair use. 

The absenco of music may preclude impairment of the value of the 
plnintifls musical composition; it has been so held where portions of 
the lyrics were used as background for the action in a short story," 
or in co nncct.ion with a magazine article about the professional foot
ball team on which the song was based." Similarly, a finding of fair 
use was marlo even where half of the magazine comment on the death 
of all actress consisted of extracts from the copyrighted song associated 
with her." But a contrary result was reached where all the lyrics as 
well as the melody line of plaintiff's song were included in a narrative 
history of popular songs in the United States." 

Thus, the usc of extracts from copyrighted material for illustrative 
purposrs, or merely as a vehicle for an entirely different and noncom
peting work, would seem permissible." Reproduction of musical 
material for the "amateur performer" is not within such immunity.t" 

The fortuitous in elusion of copyrighted material in newsreels or 
news broadcasts represents an incidental use which has given rise to 
several legislative proposals. These will be discussed below. 

2. Review and criiicism. 
Discussions of fnir use often begin with the question of quotation 

from a work for the purposes of criticism and review. It is univer
sally agreed that "in reviewing a copyrighted work, or in criticising it, 

23 Bl'flI1.\' v. Loew's Inc., 23n F. 2d ,132 (Oth Cir. 195()). art. (lTanff'd, 3.13 U.S. 946 (l95i). 
2t Shapiro, Bernsteln & Co. v. P. F. Collier & Son Co., note 22, supra; Broadway Musle Corp. v, F-R Pub, 

Corp., 31 F. Sup p. 817 (8.Il.~.Y. 1940); Karl\ v. Curtis l'uh, Co" 39 F. supn. sae (E.D. Wis. 1941). 
2~ Shaplro, Bernstein & Co. v. P. F. Collier & Son Co., note 22, supra. 
~6 Karl! v. Curtis Pub. Co., note 24, «n pm, 
Z7 lsroadway Music Corp. v. l'~ll I'uh. Corp., note 24, supra. 
"Bayers v. Spaeth, Copyright Office Bulletin No. 21l nt 625 (S,D,"~.Y, 1032). 
n ct. Green v . ~liilzelllJeirner, ITi Feu. 28G (C.C.S,D.?\.Y. 1909). 
30 Sayers v , Spaeth, note 28, su pm, 
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quotations may be taken therefrom." 31 Thus it has been recently 
stated: 
Criticism is an impor-tant. and proper exerr-ise of fail' use. Reviews by so-called 
critics may quote extnnsivcly for the purpose of illu-n rut.iou and eOlllmellt."' 

It is interesting to note that there is apparently no repqrted Ameri
can decision involving alleged infringement in the course of serious 
criticism. This may be due to the self-restraint on the part of the 
critics and the desire on the part of authors and publishers to encour
age reviews of their works-s-reasons suggested for the decline in liho] 
litigation involving the cognate doctrine of fair comment." 

3. Parody and burlesque 
There have been half a dozen American cases dealing with parody, 

mimicry, and burlesque. Those may be considered a humorous type 
of criticism; but the element of criticism is ofton absent from burlesque, 
leaving humor as the only aim." The current importance of the prob
lem of parody as fair usc in indicated by the fad that the Supreme 
Court recently granted certiorari in Columbia Broadcasting System v, 
Loew's, Inc., in which the court, without discussing the issues in its 
opinion, divided four to four." 

The key issue would seem to be the extent, if uuy, to which the 
general tests of fail' use lU'C to be modified in this area. 'I'll I' early 
case of Bloom & IIamlin Y. Nixoti." indicates that the parody f'catur« 
is quite significant. The court there stntcd : 
Surely a parody would 1I0t infr iuue Lilt, copvrigh t of tho \\01'1- parodied Illl'l'ely 

because a few lines-of the oriuinul might be t oxt uullv reproduced. 

While it is not entirely clour that this was held to be so because of the 
nature of a parody, the court did furd that "the (;ood faith of such 
mimicry is an essential element." Liability was denied OIl the ground 
that the use of plaintiff's song- was merely incidental to the mimicry 
of the singer, and not a subterfuge by which to reproduce copyrighted 
material. 

In the well-known l11utt and Jeff case," the court apparently assim
ilated tho parody to serious criticism and uso of eopyrightcd material 
in general. Perhaps because the comic strip was itself humorous, t.hr
court found that the dofendant's parody const.itutod a "partial satis
faction of the demand" for the parodied work and accordingly 
amounted to an infringement. ' 

Recent litigation in the California Federnl courts indicates that the 
interaction between motion pictures and television has hcigh t.oncd 
the problems posed by parodies and burlesques. In LOC1J/s Inc. v. 
CBS, Inc. 3s Jack Benny's television parody of the mot.ion picture 
"Gaslight" was under attack. It was clenr that the taking was sub
stantial. In a comprehensive and analytical opinion, District Judge 
Carter noted that "parodizcd or burlesqued taking- is treated no dif'

" AMDUR, op. cil. note 5, .upra at 757.
 
32 Loew's, Inc. v . ens, Inc., 131 F. SUPTl. fit 175.
 
"Ford, Fair Comment in Lilerary Criticism, 14 !,'OTRE DA1Il E LA \\'.270 (1939). For an h istorlcal
 

discussion of this area, see Yankwteh, Parody and Burlesque in the Laio Of Copyr;qhl, 33 CAN. U. REV. 
1130 (1955). 

.. See Foley, "Copyright-Burlesque of Literary Property as Infringement of Copyright," 31 N OTIlE DAM r: 
LAW. 46, 48 (1955). 

.. 355 U.S. 43 (1908). Justice Douclus took no part In the rlectston. 
"125 Fed, 977, 978 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1903). 
"HlIl v, Whalen & Martell, Inc., 220 Fed. 359 (S.D.N.Y. 1914). 
"131 F. Supp. 165 (S.D. Cal. 1055), afJ'd."b nom Benny v, Loew's IIlC., 2~!1 1<'.2" 532 (lith CII'. H151i), 

aft'd by 8 4--4dlvtslon of the Supreme Court, 356 U.S. 43 (1958). 

Cl6081-6~2 



10	 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

ferently from any ot.hor appropriation." 39 In finding for the plaintiff, 
the court held that the changc in mod- of expression from serious to 
comic did not preclude infriruromcn t. The court also found that the 
defendenr.'s commercial use of plaintifls materia] was directed to a 
competing entertainment field, although he concluded that reduction 
in dcmund for the original, sln'sspd in t he J[uU arul JrjJ case was 
not essential. This result was aillnned Ii}' the Court of Appeais for 
the Ninth Circuit which elllpJmsizl'd that "wholesale copying:" can 
never be fair use, not even whr-r« tlll' treat.mont of the mutcriul is 
inverted by moans of lJUl'1esque!O 

En·n more rcccutlv, ,hHIg(' Curtor has had before him what he 
labeled as "the reverse 01' coun torpnrt." of the Loeio:« case. In (Iolum
bia Pict1U'PS /'orp., v. }\71U ',H I Le Iou nd that Sid C)('llSH r's television 
burlesque of "From Hero to Etpl'Ilit:v" did not infring« the copyright 
of that motion picture. This was so notwithstanding the similarities 
beyond theme, situation, setting and basic plot. In reaching this 
result, Judge Carter seems to have modified the LOfW'S approach 
He permitted lise of an incidon t., some small part of tho development 
of the story and evon "possibly SOIll0 smnll amount of dialogue," em
phasizing that tho burlesquer should bp pcrrui t.torl "to bring about 
this recalling or conjuring up of the original.".j~ The court adopted 
as a conclusion of law the statement thut-
the law permits more extcnsin' 1IO'P of 1 he prot er tihlc portion uf a copyrighted 
work in the creation of a burlusnur- Ulan in 11,e creation of ot.her fictional or 
dramatic works not intended ns :l burlesque," 

The subscquen t 4 to 4 decision of tho Suprem c Court. in the Loeui'« 
case indicates t.he uncertainty that exists regarding this prohloi«. 

4. Scholarly works and compilations 
The conflict between the right to "usc" and the right to publish 

or copy is sharply presented in the area of scholarly works; this area 
includes such fields as science," law," modicine.i" history 47 and bi
ography." Research is the foundution of such works. And research 
has flippantly been defined as" plagiarism from two or more sources." iY 

One court suggested that-
with reference to works in roaard to the arts and sciences, ushu; t1lUSC words in 
the broadest sense * * * .un.hors are sornct imes entitled, indeed required to make 
use of what precedes them ill the pre-cise forru in which last exhibited. * * * 60 

[Emphasis added.] 

The decisions in the field of scholarly works, as well as those con
cerning compilations, do present special problems by reason of the 
identity of subject matter covered by groups of works." It may be 
that the character of a work-as a scientific work, parody, etc. 
is an extremely significant factor." In any event, t.ho decisions in 

"131 F. Supn, 177.
 
"23Y F. 2d 531), 537.
 
"137 F. supp. 34M (S.D. CaL 1955).
 
.. [d. at 350.
 
.. [d. at 3M.
 
.. Simms v, Stanton, 75 Fed. 6 (C.C.":.D. Cal. 1896l.
 
.. Callaghan v. Myel's,128 U.S. f,17 (1888).
 
4.8 Henry Holt & Co. v . Llgcet t & Mvers 'Tobacco oo., 23 F. sunn, 30~ uc.u, PH. IP38).
 
" Elsenschlml v. Fawcett Publicnttons, l nc., 240 F. 2d 598 (7th Ctr. 1957).
 
• ! T'oksvig v. Bruce Pub. Co., 181 F. 2r1 lifi·1 (7th Cir. HI!,O).
 
49 Pilpel, "But Can Yon Do TIlHt?," Publishers Weekl y, AUI!. 2(;, 1057, p. 33.
 
eeSampson & Murdock Co. v. veaver-Rndrnrd Co., 140 Fed. 5:lfl, }'j41 (tst Cir. 1905).
 
"Lipton, The EXtent of Copyright Protection for Law uoou» ~·mCOND COPYRIGHT LAW SYM·
 

POSIUM	 11 (1940). 
"Sec 'Thompson v, Oernshack, 94 F. Supp. 453 (S.D.'\.Y. 1950). 
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the lawbook field, for example, have accurately been characterized 
by a recent court as "somewhat confusing." 53 Despite this confusion, 
it may be that the basic issue in each case is whether an earlier work 
has been collaterally used or substantially copied as well. 

A law digester may" use" the citations of cases found in an earlier 
sncyclopedia." Since use of citations properly consists of reading and 
independently analyzing the cases, unauthorized copying cannot be 
said to take ·place even if the defendant's published list of cases is 
identical to the plaintiff's/" If the two works are mere compilations 
of cases, a different rule apparently obtains; even the verification of 
the original list will not shield the user from liability." 

The citations of an earlier work may be used as a check on the later 
work. But thc copying of such material as headnotes cannot be 
justified as fair use, even in the case of treatises, encyclopedias, or 
texts." 

The latitude permitted scholars in quoting material from earlier 
works does not extend to the use of a scholarly work for nonscholarly 
purposes. Thus, in Henry Holt &: 00., v. Liggett &: Myers Tobacco 
00./8 three sentences from the plaintiff's scientific treatise were used 
in an advertising pamphlet to enhance the sale of the defendant's 
product. The court held that defendant's use was not for the scientific 
purposes for which plaintiff's consent might be implied. Similarly, 
the publishers of Sexology magazine met difficulties in attempting 
to convince the court of the scientific nature of the magazinc so as to 
justify use of" the identical words of earlier books or writings dealing 
with the same subject matter." .9 

When material from a compilation of facts, names, or other infor
mation is used for the purpose of preparing a rival compilation, it is 
often difficult to avoid mere copying. The courts have permitted a 
very limited use of such material as a source 60 or means of verifica
tion." But the use of earlier material as a check upon the complete
ncss or accuracy of the user's work must be followed by a bona fide 
independent recanvass." And in any event, independent effort, such 
as the exercise of judgment in the selection of material, must be ex
pended." Mere verification of the original material is insufficient;" 
5. Personal or private use 

Although the case law is apparently silent on the point, at least 
one writer has concluded that "anyone may copy copyrighted mate
rials for the purposes of private study and review." 6J It has, more
over, been vigorously argued that "private use is completely outside 

M Loews, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., note 38, supra, 131 F. Supp. 176. 
" Edward Thompson Co. v. American Law Isook Co., 122 Fed. 922 (2d Cir. 1903).
"White v. Bender, 185 Ferl. 921 (C.C.~.D.X.Y. 1911). 
"W. H. Anderson Co. v. Baldwin Law Pub. Co .• 27 F. 2d 82 (6th Clr.1928). 
"Callaghan v. Myers, 128 U.S. 61, (1888); West Pub. Co. v. Lawyers' Cooperative Pub, Co .• 79 Fed. 756 

(2d Cir. 1897). 
"23 F. Supp. 302 (E.D. Pa. 1938). 
"Thompson v, Oernsback, 94 F. Supp. 453 (R.D.XY. 19,\0). 
"See Social Register Ass'n v . Murphy, 128 Fed. 116 (C.C. D.R.I. 1904). In West Pub. Co. v . Edward 

Thompson Co .• Hi9 Fed. 833,853, (C.C.E.D.N. Y. 1909) mod. and aff'd., 176 Fed. 833, (2d Clr. 1910) the 
court charactertzed cases Invol vtng maps and directories as nependlng "more upon the idea of unfnlr usc, 
and the unlawful saving of labor in order to avoid the necessary original research than upon the approprta
tion of any literary Ideas or arranaemeut, based upon literary ability und studied plan." C/. Conde N ast 
Publications, Inc., v ; Vogue School of Fashion Modcling , Inc., 105 F. Sopp. 325 (S.D.N .Y. 1952). 

" Dun v. Lumbermen's Credit Ass'n, 144 Fed. 83 (7th Cir. 1906). 
"Hartford Prlntlng Co. v. Hartforrl Directory & Publishing Co., HG Fed. 332 (C.C.D. Conn. 1906). 
"List Pub. Co. v . Keller, 30 Fed. 172 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1887). C/. Jeweler's Circular Pub. Co. v. Key

stone Pub. Co., 281 Fed. 83 (2d Cir. 1922). 
.. Sampson & Murdock Co. v. Seaver-Radford Co., 140 Fed. 539 (1st Cir. 1905). 
GO Coben, op cit., note 7, supra at 58. 
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the scope and intent of restriction by copyright." 66 It is difficult to 
assess the effect of the absence of litigation in this area. It may reflect 
acquiescence on the part of copyright owners to copying by scholars 
for their own use. That such acquiescence is not complete is indi
cated by attempts to regulate, by agreement, the role of libraries in 
supplying copies to scholars." The increasing lise of photoduplica
tion processes will undoubtedly require continuing attention to this 
area, For the purposes of the present study, it may be observed that 
the categorical statements set forth above can neither be supported 
nor attacked on the basis of authority. It may well be, however, 
thaf the purpose and nature of a private use, and in some cases the 
small amount taken, might lead a court to apply the general principles 
of fail' use in such a way as to deny liability. 
6. News 

The strong public policy in favor of the wide dissemination of news 
migh t couveuion tly be furthered by an expanded concept of fair use 
with respect to news items. As will be demonstrated below, this 
approach has been taken by many foreign countries and has been 
proposed in several attempts at legislative revision in this country. 
The present V.t'. law, however, does not seem to have developed any 
special rules pertaining to the fair use of news articles. The inciden ts 
and facts embodied in news items cannot, of course, be subject to 
copyright protection." News as such is not copyrightable." But 
the literary aspect of a news article is entitled to protection and direct 
quotation or copying or the words or arrangement of the article 
('11 tails the usual risks, notwithstanding the wider circulation of news 
achieved by the copying. 

The appropriation of a copyrighted news article was directly 
involved ill Chicago Record-Herald Co. v. Tribune Association. The 
court characterized thc defendant's article as follows: 
It presents the essential facts of that [plaintiff's) art ide in the vury gurb wherein 
the author clot.hed them, togethcr with some of his deductions and comments 
thereon in his precise words, and all with the same evident purpose of uttractively 
and eff'ect.ivcly serving them to the reading public.70 

Whether or 110t such a commercial purpose actuated the defendant 
in New York Tribune, Inc. v. Otis &: CO.,71 was one of the inquiries 
bearing on the defense of fair use which the court there reserved for 
full trial. The defendant in New York Tribune had photostated an 
entire editorial dealing with the presidential campaign. Questions 
insufficiently illuminated on motion included the number of copies 
distributed by the defendant, his intent, and the effect of his publica
tion on the distribution of plaintiff's work. 

(I:I~~}~aw, "l'lLblical;o" and Distribution of Scientific Literalure," 17 College and Research Libraries 294, 301 

"SeQ "Oentlemeu's Agreement" between Jotnt Committee on the Reproduction 01 Materials lor Re
search and the:-' auonat Association 01Book Publtsners set Iortb and discussed In I Journal 01 Documentary 
Reproducttou 2U (190Y); Smith, "The Copying of Literary Property In Library Collections," 46 Law LIb. 
Journal 197 (1953); 47 Law l.1b. .Tournal2il4 (1954). 

The British have made sunilnr arrangements. See The Royal Society Information Servlces Committee, 
"Fair Copying l reclarntion and List 01 l'uhllsblng Organizations Hubscrilling to It". (June 1950). 

v c]. Oxford Book Co, v. College Entrance nook Co., 98 F. 2d tlAA (2tl Ch-. 193B). 
"See Chicago Record-Herald Co. v. Tribune Ass'n, 275 Fed. 70" (7th Ctr, 1921). ReUel lor unlalr 

r-ompet.lt.l.m I1rismg out or the appropriation oCnews was recognized in the Camous case of International 
News ger,,;ce v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 21f> (1918).
 

7G ~75 Fed. 79U (7th CiT. 1\(21).
 
":In F. Supp, 67 (S.D.N.Y. 1941).
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7. Use in litigation 
No cases have been found involving the rermissibility of direct 

quotation or other use of copyrighted materia in judicial or adminis
trative opinions or by lawyers in briefs or otherwise in connection with 
pending litigation. It would seem that great latitude would be ac
corded such use. In the absence of reported decisions or records of 
controversy, the extent of this use cannot be delineated. 
8.	 Use for nonprofit or governmental purposes 

In New York Tribune, Inc. v. Otis &: 00.,72 it was indicated that a 
commercial motive on the part of the defendant would bear unfavor
ably upon the defense of fair use. Judge Carter in the Jack Benny 
case 73 analyzed "the impact of commercial gain or profit" even fur
ther and concluded that: (1) "in the field of science and the fine arts, 
we find a broad scope given to fair use"; (2) "As we draw further away 
from the fields of science or pure or fine arts, and enter the fields where 
business competition exists we find the scope of fair use is narrowed 
but still exists"; and (3) the writer of a scholarly work "does not invite 
or consent to its use for commercial gain alone." 74 

It would seem to follow from Judge Carter's analysis that where the 
commercial element is completely absent, It finding of fair use is 
strongly indicated. In Associated "Music Publishers, Inc. v. Debs 
Memorial Radio Fund, Inc.," where the defendant was a nonprofit 
organization but engaged in commercial activities to raise funds for 
its expenses, the court rejected the defense of fair use. The infringing 
use of plaintiff's musical composition consisted of a broadcast of about 
one-third of the work during the course of a sustaining program of a 
radio station operated by a nonprofit corporation. The court held 
that the philanthropic and educational aims of the corporation did 
not prevent the broadcast from constituting a "public performance 
for profit" wi thin the meaning of section 1(e) of the act; significant to 
this holding was the fact that the corporation sought immediate, if not 
ultimate, commercial gain by allocating one-third of the available time 
to commercial advertisers. In passing, however, the district court 
did take note of the fact that the defendants did not contend "that 
the corporation is a public or charitable institution."76 The court 
"ound the fair use defense to \"require 'little consideration." 77 In 
affirming, the Court of Appeals stated: 
There can be no doubt that the portion of the plaintiff's composition which was 
broadcast which amounted to about a quarter of his entire work and was repro
duced to aid in building up a listening audience does not come within the definition 
of "fair use." 71 

The Associated Music case may demonstrate the difficulty in estab
lishing the absence of any commercial motive. On the other hand, it 
may indicate that a finding of fair use will not be compelled by the fact 
that the defendant seeks no profit from its operation. Undoubtedly, 
this is but one illustration that generally no single factor will determine 
whether a use is fair or unfair. 

It 39 F. Supp. 67 (S.D.N.Y. 1941). 
It Loew'; Inc. v, Columbia Broedcastlng System, Ine., 131 F. Supp. 16:; (S.D. Cal. 1955), a/!'d Bub 11011>. 

Benny v, Loew's, Ine., 239 F. 2d 1132 (9th CIr. 1056), eett, tlrallled. 353 P.S. 946 (1957). 
,. 131 F. Supp. at 175. 
,. Associated MUSIc Publishers, Inc. v, Debs Memorial Radio Fund. lne., 46 F. Bupp, 829 (S.D.N.Y.

1942), a'{d, 141 F. 2d 852 (2d CIr. 1944). 
"46 . Bupp, 830. 
" rd. at 831. 
11141 F. 2d It lIM. 
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Where the Government is the user of copyrighted material a differ
ent situation is presented. There is consider~ble doubt wh~ther the 
Government is liable for copyright infringement." Again, this is 
strictly speaking, a situation governed by considerations other than 
fair use." But immunity of the Government in this area has fre
quently been associated with the immunity of the members of the 
public who make a reasonable use of a copyrighted work. For exam
ple, a wartime legislative proposal 81 authorized the Librarian of COIl

gress to make copies of copyrighted works for the purpose of furnishing 
such copies not only to high Government officials, but also: 

(3) To any person * * * upon his certification that he cannot otherwise obtain 
the material and that he desires it for the purpose of private study, research, 
criticism, review, demonstration, litigation, comment, newspaper summary, or fair 
use as recognized by the courts * * *. 

It should be noted that this proposal (which did not become law) 
prescribed that the making of copies by the Librarian of Congress 
shall not constitute infringment. In the absence of such legislation, 
the Librarian might be personally liable, since the sovereign irnm unity 
of the Government in this area has been held not to shield individual 
Government employees committing the unauthorized copying.82 It 
should further be noted that the proposal specifically recognized that 
subsequent use of the material furnished by the Librarian might 
constitute infringment. Although not entirely clear, it would seem 
that such subsequent use might constitute infringement even if 
within the governmental purposes or the purposes quoted above. 

c. ANALYSIS OF 'I'HE CRITERIA OF FAIR USE 

The cases examined above support the conclusion that fair use is 
not a predictable area of copyright law. One writer has characterized 
this situation as follows: 
There is one proposition about fair use about which there is widespread agree
ment: it is not easy to decide what is and what is not a fair use. S3 

The conflicting results possible in this area are graphically illus
trated by two cases involving the same plaintiff, court, and year. 
In Green v. Mim.zenheimer 84 and Green v. Luby,85 the court found 
factual differences upon which to distinguish two imitations or parodies 
of plain tiff's song. These differences do not present any clear guide 
to the disposition of future litigation. This situation is understand; 
able in any inquiry dependent upon a concept of reasonableness. 

The reluctance of courts to rule on the defense of fair use prior to 
trial has already been illustrated in New York Tribune Inc. v. Otis & 
CO. 86 Accordingly, "fair use is to be determined by examination of 
all the evidence." 87 Once determined, one appellate court treated 
it as a "question of fact" which the court was reluctant to reexamine." 

"101 Congo Rec, 7RM, 84th Cong., tst Sess, (1955). C/. H.R. 8410, 85th Congo (1057) which would ex
pressly impose llabllity on the Government. 

80 One writer points out that the normal rules of f~ir use should shield many Governmental uses, even 
without reliance on soveratzn immunity. Stiefel, Piraeu in High Places-r-G»..rnment Publications, ASCAP, 
COPYRIGHT LA IV SYMPOSIUM, No.8, 3 at 9 (1%7). 

iI S. 2039, i8lh Conz., 2d Sess, (1944). 
.. Towle v, Ross, 3~ F. Supp. 125 (D. Ore. Hl40) H.R. 8419. 85th Congo (1057) would make the govern

ment liable rather than the lndlvtdual employee. 
&I Cohen, op. cit., note 7, supra, at 52. 
&< 177 Fod.:I86 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. l00Il). 
"177 Fed. 287 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1000), . 
.. Bee p. 11, sup,": ef. Winwar v. Time, Inc., 83 F. Supp, 629 (S.D.N.Y. 1949). 
87 See Mathews Conveyor Co. v, Palmer-Bee Co., 135 F. 2d 73 (6th Ctr. 1M3). 
.. Elsenschlml v. Fawcett Puhllcatlons. Inc., 240F. 2d 5118 (7th Clr. 1057). A different view was expressed 

In 56 COLUM. L. REV..185 (956) at 503 n. 37, where It was concluded that: "The question of Ialr use 
should be decided by the court, as l\ guest/on of law." [Emphasis sdded.] 
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It has been suggested that: 
The cases indicate that there are eight elements which the courts consider; any 
one of the eight may in a particular case, he decisive. These factors are: (1) the 
type of use involved; (2) the intent with which)t. was made; (3) its effect on. the 
original work; (4) the amount of the ~s('r's labor III valved; (5) the benefi.t gained 
by him; (6) the nature of the works mv olved; (7) the amount of material used; 
and (8) its relative value." 

Perhaps more basic are the oft-quoted criteria set forth by Mr, 
Justice Story in Folsom v. Marsh. Its: 
the objects of the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used 
and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, 
or supersede the objects, of the original work.so 

Judge Ya~kwich found that Story's criteria have been the basis of 
American case law. He restates the decisive elements as follows: 

(1) the quantity and importance of the portion taken; (2) their relation to 
the work of which they are a part; (3) the result of their USe upon the demand for 
the copyrighted publioat.ion." 

It has been noted above that the nature of the works involved has 
been suggested as one factor in determining fair use. This factor 
might explain what appears to be a stricter rule in the case of com
pilations than in more scholarly works. \Vhether special significance 
attaches to the nature of a work as a parody is involved in the Loew's 
and Columbia cases. But Judge Yankwich finds that with respect to 
the diverse publications which have been the subject of litigation, 
there has been "uniform application of the principles of 'fair use.' " S2 

Sufficient has been said to emphasize the factual niceties of fair use 
determinations. Accordingly, it is believed that for purposes of 
analysis, the criteria of fair use may conveniently be distilled even 
further, without danger of oversimplification. In fact, the tests may 
perhaps be summarized by: importance of the material copied or 
performed from the point of view of the reasonable copyright owner. 
In other words, would the reasonable copyright owner have consented 
to the use'! At times, custom or public policy defines what is 
reasonable. 

It is well within the bounds of reasonableness for the copyright 
owner to consider important a use which competes with his Owll work. 
A use having such an effect undermines the very basis of his quasi
monopolistic protection. Thus, the court stated in the Mutt and Jeff 
case: 
One test which, when applicable, would seem to be ordinarily decisive, is 
whether or not so much as has been reproduced will materially reduce the demand 
for the original.S3 

The courts 'have apparently been prepared to anticipate such a 
harmful effect; the copyright owner is protected not only against a 
use having an unfavorable competitive effect,8i but also a use with a 
competitive purpose or potential. Thus, in Shapiro, Bernstein & 
Co., v. P. F. Collier & Son CO.,95 the following tests were set forth: 

* * * The extent and relative value of the extracts: the purpose and whether 
the quoted portions might be used as a substitute for the original work; the effect upon 
the distribution and objects of the original work. [Emphasis added.] 

n Cohen, op. cit., note 7, 111tpra. at 63... 
.. g Fed. Ca3. 348. See note Ii, su-pra. 

~ Jl'a~it2i£0t.e Iii, .upra, at213. 

"Hill v. Whalen & Mortell, Inc., 220 Fed. 360, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 1014). 
.. Social Register A3S'n v. Murphy. 128 Fed. 116 (C.C.D.R.I. 1004). CI. Hart.rord Printing Co. v, 

Hartford Directory & Publlshlng Co., 146 Fed. 332 (C.C.D. Conn. 1006). 
.. 26 U.S.P.Q. 40, 43 (S.D.N.Y. 10341. 
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In the Loeio'« ease, the competitive element was broadly construed. 
Judge Carter held that the plaintiff need not establi~h that the 
defendant's work red uccd the demand for the plaintiff's' yet his 
emphasis on the commercial un.turc of the defendant's ~ork has 
already been noted. In this connection Judge Carter had concluded 
that "the taking was for commr-rcinl gain for usc in a competing
entertainmen L Held." 9G "' 

A curious commentary on the importance of competition is re
flected by Henry Holt cl: Co., v. Liggett & JYfyers Tobacco Co., where 
an extract from the plaintiff's scientific work 1\'1\,8 used in defendant's 
advertisement; such use, was held to be all infringement. The dis
similarity between the nature of the plain tiff's work and defendant's 
use appears 10 have been It crucial cousidorution." Presumably, 
had the defendant used plaintiff's work in 11 competing scien tific work, 
fair use might have been established. It thus appears in the field of 
scholarly works, the effect of "competition" is mitigated. Scholarly 
works in any particular field muy in a sense compete with one anothsr ; 
but this docs not prevent such use of earlier materials as is sanctioned 
by traditions of research and dictated by the strong policy in favor 
of encouraging a steady flow of such works. 

The importance to the copyright owner of a use made without 
his express consent also depends on the extent of the material taken 
and its value," considered in connection with either the copyrighted 
work or the user's work. Thus, where the material taken constitutes 
a large part of the plaintiff's work, the usc is unreasonable." Of 
course, ill determining the amount of material taken, there is pre
suinably a distinction between the minimal amount which under 
no circumstances could constitute infrinzement and the slightlv 
larger quantity which, in conjunction with other factors, amounts 
to fair use."? This distinction is not always clear in the case law. 

'I'ho significance of material is determined by many factors. In the 
Shapiro, Bernstein case, the court upheld as fair use the reproduction 
of "some more or less disconnected 'snatches' or quotations from the 
words of the song." Thl're were apparently three reasons why such 
material was not considered significant. (1) The amount was small; 101 

(2) the quotations were disconnected; and (3) the material consisted 
of only words and not the music. More recently, qualitative analysis 
was made of the defendant's usc in u 20-second commercial of a 
melodic obligato from plaintiff's song. The court held that copying 
of "that portion of plaintiff's song upon which its popular appeal, 
and hence, its cornmercial success depended * * *" was not shielded 
by the doctrine of fair IIse.I 0 2 

Inquiry into the importance of the material to the defendant's 
work was made ill the Henry Holt case discussed above. The material 
there copied constituted only three sentences from an extensive 
treatise by the plaintiff, but represented about one-twentieth of the 

"131 F. Supp. IR3-83. S"P Cof k-ce Entrunr-o Book CO. I'. Arusco nook Co., IHI F, 2d 874, 870 (2d Clr. 
1941) wherein t.he Court of A PlIcaL". in rr,\7f'r'ling thfJ district court, crnp hnstzcd that hath wurk s "rnrt p"'l.('tl~r 
the same demand on the same murkot." 

07 Cf. Sampson & Murdock Co, v. Sean'r,Hadford Co., 140 Fed. S:J9 (I"t Cir. j90,1), 
.. In Folsom v. Mnrsh, 9 Fr-d. Cas. ;142, :q~. No. 4901, Justice Story emphasized the Irnportunne of the 

"value" of nn ex traot rather thun its "or-anttr.v." 
"Leon v, Pac, TeL & TeL ('0" !II F. 2,1 1'1 mtil rir. IO:j<j, (f. Benn)' v. Locw's, 2:m F. 2d 532 (ilth rlr. 

10.56), cert. omnted, 3[';1 U.8. ~11tl (t'l,;';'"1 
100 Rep p. 30, infra. 
101 C/, Assoclated Music Pnhllshers, rIll'. v. 1)('1")0;: Mr-rnorinl Hndlo Fuud, Inr.. 141 F :~iI Rr,? (211 Ctr , 

1944), 
,." Robertson v. Batton. Bsr-tnn. nllr"tlTw ,(r Osborn. Inc.• Ufo F. SllPP. 7!=l,lj (s.n. Cal. HI.';fiL 
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defendant's advertising pamphlet. The court found that the matter 
copied was sufficiently substantial to overcome the threshold argu
ment against a finding of infringement. Presumably, this considera
tion influenced the court in finding that fair use had not been 
established. 

It might seem that the appropriation of a large amount of material 
would constitute an unreasonable use, notwithstanding the nature 
of the material or other circumstances. This view was strongly 
expressed in Leon v. Pacific Telephone &: Telegraph CO.,103 where 
defendant rearranged the order of listings in plaintiff's telephone 
directory from alphabetical arrangement of names of subscribers tu 
consecutive listings of telephone numbers, The court stated; 
Counsel have not disclosed a siuule aut.luu-it y, nor have we beeu able to find 
one, which lr-nds any support to tl1(, propo-Ition that wholesale copying and 
publication of copyrighted material 0'11\ e ver h" fail' use. 

This dictum was relied upon heavily by the court of appeals in tJH' 
Loeio'e C88<1. 

104 

Had the reported progress of New York Tribune, Inc. v. Otis &: Co., 
gone further, it might have furnished the "authority" not available 
at the time of the Leon case. The defendant there had photostated 
an entire editorial. The court, in denying the defendant's motions to 
dismiss and for summary judgment, apparently considered the issue 
of fair use an open one to be determined by "consideration of all the 
evidence in the case." Inasmuch as t.he court was not considering 
a motion on the plaintiff's behalf, its failure to rule OUl, the possibility 
of a fair use defense may not contradict the Leon dictum. Yet, some 
question as to the sweep of the dictum may be raised by Broadway 
Music Corp. v. F-R Pub. Corp. ,105 wherein words from the plaintiff's 
copyrighted song constituted about half of the lines in the defendant's 
magazine article. 

The state of mind of the user, ordinarily immaterial to the deter
mination of inf'ringement.I'" has bern considered relevant. to the ques
tion of fair use. 107 It. was stated in the early case of Lawrence v. Dana, 08 

that "evidence of innocent, intention may have a bearing upon the 
question of 'fair USt"." "Innocon t in ten tion" in this con text has been 
roughly equated with "good faith." 109 The court. in the Broadl1)ay 
Music case found the absence of an "intent to commit. fin infringe
ment" to "go to fill out the whole picture." 

In the New York Tribune case, the intent of the defendant to use 
tho plaintiff's editorial in II noncommercial manner appuren tly would 
have been a significant factor. But. this suggests that the purpose 
of a work or the intention to compete may be more crucial than the 
overall intention of II defcndunt to infringe or not to infringe. Sim
ilarly, the acknowlcdgmont. of source would merely reveal I1n intent 
to refrain from plagiarism-s-using another's material as one's O'llYn
rather than an intent to keep the use within reasonable bounds. 

Acknowledgment itself presents un interesting situation. It is 
ordinllrily assumed that credit to the source is II, factor which reflects 

10' 91 F. 2d 484. 486 (9th CIr. 1938). 
'04 See note 40, ."pra. CJ. Bayers Y. Spaeth, Copyright Otliee Bulletin, 1"0. 20 at 625 (S.D.N.Y. 1932),
J0631 F. Supp. 817 (S.D.N.Y. 1940). 
'''' See Bilek Y. Jowell-La Salle Realty (;0., 283 U.i'l. WI, 198 (In3l). 
JOr See Peek", Cop~rjuht TnJrinuernenl of LjtfTar~ Work., 3~ MARQ. L. REV. 1!lO, 187 (1955). 
10115 Fed. cas. 26, so Case No.8, 136, (C.C.D. Mass. 1859\ 
JO' Cohen, op. eit., note 7 ""pra, at 60. 
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favorably upon the user as it helps "to fill out the whole picture." 110 

Ncvertholess, acknowledgment can have contrary implications. Thus. 
OIH' court sn id of crediting the author: 
Far from thNC being anv exculpatory virtue in this, it would tond rather to 
convev to t.h« reading public the false imprcssion that authoritv to appropriate 
the extracts from the copyrighted article had been dnlv secured 'by thc offending 
publisher.III 

In !iny evcnt., it is clear that acknowledgment, in itself, is not sufficir-nt 
to msure fniI' usc and preclude infringemcnt.!" 

III. PHOPOSALS FOR LEGISLATIVE REVISIONS SINCE 1909 

The omission of any mention of fair usc in the 1909 act was not 
inadvertent. At the hearings leading to the act, the Librarian of 
Congress indicated that the question, "\Vhat is fair usc'?" was not 
answered hy the bill which "leaves to the courts to determine the 
meaning and extent of terms already construed by the courts." 113 

Similarly, tho Senate Committee on Patents reported in 1907 that the 
bill-
is not, howcv-r. an attempt to codify the common law. Questions such as that 
of what is a "fair use" of copyrighted matter, and what is an "infrinrremcut;" 
it lenves still to the courts.'!' . 

This approach was recently suggested by the representative of the 
book publishers who felt that the judicial doctrine of fair use was 
preferable 10 a "for profit" limitation on the performing right of non
dramatic lit crary works.!" However, the statutory silence of the 1909 
act was not followed in most of the major reform bills since 1909. 
Rather, thoro was proposed a wide variety of fair usc provisions rang
ing from a single short sentence in the Sirovich bills to the extensive 
provisions () r the Dallinger and Shotwell' bills. 

A. DALLINGEH BILLS, 1921 

The first Dullingcr bill 116 proposed immunity for fair use and related 
situations, section 27 providing for' six exemptions from inlringcmcn 1. 
Most of these were patterned after the British Copyright Act of 1911.117 

(1) The bill broadly exempted "any fair use of any work for the 
purpose of study, research, criticism, or review." (2) The author of 
an artistic, work retained the right to usc models, sketches, ctc., even 
vhere he did not own the copyright in the work; but such limited 
-ight did not authorize him to "repeat or imitate the main design or 
scope of that work." (3) Permanently exhibited worksof art could 
.ie freely copied, and sketches or drawings of works of architecture 
could be mude as long as they were not in the nature of architectural 
plans or drawings. (4) Short passages from published literary works 
might be included in a collection mainly of noncopyrightcd material 
intended for school use. The educational purpose was to be indicated

110 See Warrell Yo White & Wyckoff Mfg. Co., 39 F. 2d 922, 023 (S.D.N.Y. 1030). 
III Chicago Rcr-ord-Hernld Co. v. 'I'rlhune Ass'n .• 275 Fed. 797, 799 (7th Cir. J921). 
'''Pee Henry l lolt & Co. v. Ligqett & Mver 'I'obnceo Co., 23 F. Supp, 302 (E.D. Pa, 1938); Sayers v 

Spaeth, Copyright Office Bulletin, No. 20 at 62.1 (S.D.N.Y. tn32). 
Il8 Hearings Brtore Committee on Patents on S. 6$80and H.R.19853, 59th Cong., 1st Sess., at 15 (June 1906). 
'" S. HEP. No r,187• .\9th Cong., 2d 8css (1907). 
III Hearitujs Beiore SubcommiUee No.5 of the Hmi.. Gommillee on the Judiciaru on H.R. 3589, 82d Cong., 

1st Sess., 31\-37 (I !lol).
 
110 R.R. 8177, O,th Cong.• ist Bess. (1924).
 
nr t & 2 GEO. 5 c. 46 §2 (1911).
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and the source acknowledged. This provision was inapplicable to 
passages from works which were themselves published for school use, 
and permitted the use of only two passages from the same author 
within a 5-year period. (5) Excluded from infringement was "The 
reading or recitation in public by one person of any reasonable extract 
of any published work." (6) A limited right to reproduce news 
articles, patterned upon Article 9 of the Berne Convention, was also 
proposed. Permitted was the-
reproduction by anothcrlnewspapcrloflany newspaper article other than serial 
or other stories and tales, unless the reproduction thereof is expressly forbidden, 
provided the source of said article is stated in connection with such reproduction. 

In addition, section 28 authorized a newspaper report of a public 
address. 

These provisions seem to embody three general themes. First, 
scholarly and peculiarly educational use of copyrighted material was 
accorded special concessions. Second, reporting and borrowing among 
newspapers of new items was facilitated. Third, performing rights 
and artistic reproduction rights of copyright owners were curtailed. 

It will be noted, however, that the proposals failed to resolve many 
of the questions truditionally left to the courts in this area. Thus, 
subsection 1 of section 27 exempted "fair use" for scholarly or critical 
purposes, but no definition of "fair use" was supplied. And the 
educational exemption of subsection (4) was limited to "short pas
sages." Similarly, the right to public recitation by someone other 
than the copyright owner was limited to a "reasonable extract" of 
the copyright work. 

The second Dallinger bill lIS limited significantly the public reading 
exemption of subsection (5). This usc could be made only of non
dramatic works and was permitted only where the public reading or 
recitation was not for profit. 

B. VESTAL BILLS, 1931 

The Perkins bills!'? apparently contained no provisions concerning 
fair usc. 1\either did the first versions of the Vestal bills, 120 including 
H.R. 12549 which was passed by the House in the 71st Congress. 
But in the following session an amended version-"! and its companion 
bill in the Senate 122 took an interesting approach to the problem of 
fair use. They engrafted provisos directly upon the general grant of 
copyright in section 4, which insured that "nothing in this Act shall 
prevent the fair usc of quotations from copyright matter." Both 
bills permitted such fair use only in the absence of an express prohibi
tion by the copyright owner. And credit was required bv the Senate 
bill where the usc was by radio for profit, and by the House bill in 
every case. 

C, SIROVICH AND DILL BILLS, 1932 

The provisions of the Sirovich bills probably modified the effect of 
the silence in the Perkins bills only by an absolute requirement of 

u II.R. 9137. 68th Cong.. ist Sess. (1924). 
III H.n. 11258and B. 4355, 68th Cong., 2d sess. (1925), and H.n. 5841, 69th Cong., 1st sess. (1925). 
'" R.R. 10434,69th Cong., 1st Bess. (1926), R.R. 8912, 70th Cong., 1st Sess. (1928), R.R. 6900, 71st Cong., 

2d Sess, (1929), and IT.H. 12549, 71st Cong., 2d Bess. (1930). 
12I R.n. 139, 72d Cong., 1st Bess. (1931). 
•n Rebert bill, S 176, 72d Cong., 1st Bess. (1931). 
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acknowledgement. Thus, section 11 of the first and second Sirovich 
bills 123 contained the provision that: 
None of t he rctnedi:» ~iven to the copyright OWII('I' by t.his Act shal] ho deenwd 10 

apply to-Cf) the fail' URC of quot.at.ions Irom cOJl\Tight nuu.tr-r provided r-rodit is 
given to tlu- copyriuh! owner. . 

The third Sirovich bill 124 introduced the addition of the words "or 
the work quoted" to tho end of subsection, and this modification was 
retained ill all the later versions 125 of tho bill. 

The Dill bill 126 hedged the privilege of fail' use with a further con
dition and would seem to represent A. dilution of th« privil eg(' as I1r
fined by the courts. Section 2 provided that: 
Not.hing in t.his Ar-t. shu.ll provr-ut t.Iu: fair use of quotn.t inus Irum copyrighL mu t tr-r, 
unlm« ih.e copur iqh: owner /Iy notice ajfi,xed, has expressly prohibited «urli q notatio ns 
from the copuriqhtcd work in whole or in part, but whenever such quotations ,\I'(, 
printed or reproduced by radio for profit, credit sh:d\ be giV(,ll to t.Iu- S011r('e. 
[Emnliasis addcd.] 

D. THE DUFFY, DALY, A!\D SIROVICH BILLS, 193G--:n 

The original DufTy bill,12i ill troduced in 1935, incorporated the 
"ubstall(,(, of the provisions of t.h« curlier Sirovich bills by grHntillg 
inuuunitv to "the fair lise of quo tut ions ;" nur] a rcquiremcut or "due 
cn-rli]." was imposed. This provision was dell'll'd in lat cr vl'r"ions. m 

But Ow Dufl'v bills also contained some innovat ions in U.S. Iuir-use 
proposals. l<io r example, see/ion 17g (4) of :-I. :W47 129 oxornpt.crl 
from liabilit,: t lie pcrfornianccs of a ('opoHig:ltt (,<I music-al work for 
cllltl'itable, religious, or cducu.tional purposes as wi-ll as: 

The merely incidental and not reusonuhly avoidublc inclusion of a copyrialned 
work in a motion picture or broadcast dcpiet.ing or rol.uim; current events. 

The Daly bill 130 was silent as to fail' usc, but tbe Sirovich bill of 
1935 131 maintained the exemption for performances for charitablo 
purposes, as well as the brief statement as to "fail' usc of quotations" 
found in the earlier Sirovich bills. Section 25 also exempted from 
infringement "the publication of a photograph as an item of public or 
general interest in the dissemination of news." 

Hearings were held on the Duffy, Daly, and Sirovich bills in 1935. 112 

The subsection of the Duffy bill quoted above came under attack by 
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers. l ts 
extensive brief included the following criticism of the provision: 

There is no reason why exhibitors and distributors of newsreels should be ()('r
mltted to make a profit from the usc of copyrighted material without payment. 

There is nothing to prevent an unscrupulous broadcaster from broadcasting an 
entire show as a current evcnt. This could be done by merely COil piing the ]><>1'
formance with a broadcast of current news events. 133 

On the other hand, the National Association of Broadenstors 
favored the provision, arguing that thp violation of the copyright 

'23 H.R. 10364 and IIoR, 10i40, nd Cong., ist Sess. (1932).
'21 II. R. 10975, 72d Conc., Ist Sess. (1932).
'" H.R. 1194B, R.R. 12094. and H.R. 12425, 72d Cong., ist Sess, (l932).
'" S. ~985, 72d Cong., ist Sess, (1932).
'" S. 2465, 74th Oong., ise Sess. (1935).
'" S. 3047, U.R. 8557, 74th Cong., 1st Sess, (1935) nnd S. 7, l I.R . 21)95 and IT.H. 3004, 75th Cong., Ist Scss,

(l937).
'" 74th Cona., Ist Sess. (1935). 
130 R.R. 10032, 74th Cong., 2d Sess, (1931».
13' R.R. 11420, 74th Congo, 2d sess, (J936). 
'31 H.arinu. Before the Hous« Committee an Patent., 74tll Coug., 2<1 sess. (193G). 
,IJ Id. at 122. 
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was merclj tcclillical alld th« <!l1mllgc, minimal. 'I'h« hl'olldcas('l's 
argued Iurt.her t hn.t "irupo rt un t considerations oj' public policy" 
dictated unrestricted cont inunt ion of-
one of radio's greatest contributions to civilization * * * the instantaneous 
communication of public events to the public ,throughout the world.13l 

The rcproscnrnt.ivo of t hc mot ion picturr: prod IICCI'S chuructcrizcd 
this provision as n VN,\' sall1 tmy COli t ribu t ion. it was suggested 011 

behalf of Ihe producers t ha.t tlil' exempt inn should not ])(' Iimit ed to 
(ill' rlopict ion of CIII'I'Cllt 1'\'('lIts, hut should ('Xtl'lI<1 to all subject 
uuu ter wJI(~I'l' t he illj'ri!lgl'JlIl'IIL was "iur-idc-ntal and not r('llsolll1hly 
avoidable." This r-xi cusiun \\·H.~ d('l'IlH,d Ill'('l'SSH 1'\' In' I'I'nSOIl of tll!' 
filming of pictures out. of dool's nnd possihl« inriusion (If H work of 
art ill the SC('Ill',':\5 

The debn.u-s Oil tllis l'oTIll'o\'('I',.;i:ll [H·o\·i,.;ioll bl'('nllI(' 111ll1'l' 1':\('lllkd 
in tile COUI'S(' of t1,(, Shot wr-I] mectings. 

K SHo'n\'J';I.l, ('1'110\11\";) BILL, 19,10 

Tltl' Shotwell Commit !t'l' ('oll"idl'I'l,t! till' wicl« I'HllgI\ of problr-ms 
broadlv a";:'oci:t!('d wit h tile (pll',.;tion of fail' usr-. Thl''';I' problems 
O('('lIpil'd n good dl'HI of till' t imo of till' COliIlTliUI'('. TIH',V /'Il.lIg('d 
from 11t(, s[wcilll [Jl'Ohll'lIIs of till' sl'iIO!nl' to nppropr-iu u- limitu.tions Oil 

1)(,I'fol'llJill~' I'i~ld";. 
III "dditioll to t h« ]lJ'O\'i,.;jOIIS whit]: lilt illlHtP!y appl'lIl'<'d ill the 

'I'hornus iJill to 1)(' 1I1111't! ]H'lo\\', 'hl'<'(' PI'O]Jo,,:J!s ill t lu- prr-liminarv 
"\Val'<' dl'nft "136 \'('I'Sillil oj' tIl(' Ilill (It-SI']'Vl' 1II('1I1 ion. '!'Ilis d]'aft 
cOldailled II prov isiuu '" wlli(,It, lik« ,,1I!'SI'I,tioli 2R(G) of t lu- Ihllillg'('I' 
bill, was pn t torncd n.It or n.rt je!(\ D(:?) of thI' TIN/I(' CO/IVI'lIt inu : it 
gmlltl'd a ljllalilil't! l'iil'ht. of rcproduct.iou ill Ihe press \\ it h I'I'SI)('('t 
to lll'til'1l'S of publi.- int crr-st.. This provision WHS short lived ns wa.s 
subso.-l iou IS(') \\,)Iicll pcrmit t r-d t lio nonprofit exhibit ion of (,1'J'tniJl 
mnt.iou picture films, 

Of JOllgI'!' oud nrn.ncu was a provision prot.r-ctiug "fail' dealing" for 
"the purpose of privat « st IId.\', rcsom-ch, review or npwspapl'l' sum
iumy." l:JR III the 1'()l)]'SI' of t hc discussions Oil this scrt iou, t he radio 
bron.lr-ast crs sought to dl,Il'(l' the wort! "private" all thl~ ground that 
"stu.lv lIlIll rcst-nrr-h us well :IS criticism unci review nrc intornlorl for 
trw p;liJJil' lind 1101 Illerl'ly for ptivat.o cdifical ion." It \\,:IS Ilccord
ingiy Jll'gc<! tll:lI, "[Ill' I'<'sl'al'ch should 1I0t 1)(' limit cd to private ro
search either as t 0 spousorship or its dissornination." 1:\" 

Tho on t irc sr-ct iou \\'lIS (]Pll,t('11 nfter t]10 Joint Commit t eo Oil 1111
tcrials Ior Rl'S('lII'ch, apparetllJ~' considering the position of the scholar 
more favorable 1111<11'1' the ca"l' law, convinced nll other interested 
groups except th« book publishers that the attempt to codif'v the 
doct riuo of fuir IISl' had 1>('('11 IIIlSIIl'CCssflll.'4o 

'" Ia. at 478.I" JrI. at 1020. 
I3IS \Van~ Prolimmnrv DI':lrt datN) AllriL7-1'2, l!XN, 2 Shotwol l I'upors 22G (193m. Tbemmnorands, rn lnutos 

and proposals as collcctr-I aIU] pi1!!in,lteuln the U.~. Copyright Oflico are referred to herrin as ~ Shotwell 
Papers". 

'37IrI, at 21, 2 Shotw,,11 Papers 21S (1939). 
'" Iii. at 26, 2 Shotwell Papers 2m (1939).
 
'" Memorandum, .June 22, 193!I, p. 12, 3 Shot.well Papers 289 (1939).
 
'" Memorandum, Oetobf'r 16, 19:19, p. 9,4 Shotwell Papers,l1 (19:19-1941). Tho committee reported, "The 

attempt In Suhdlvlslon (C) to codify the doctrine of hlr use was not sueeessful and should be abandoned." 
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Section 12 of the bill as actually introduced by Senator Thomas 14 

took severn] different approaches to the question of fair use and covcre 
a number of controversial situations. The provisions of subsections 
(0, (g), anrl (h) gave permission for translation incident to private 
study and research as well as for reproduction of single copies by 
libraries of unpuhlished or unavailable works needed for study or 
research. 

These suhsections were drafted by a suhcommittee on scholarship 142 

and embodied to some extent the proposals of the Joint Committee 
on Materials for Research.l" The Joint Committee had emphasized 
the needs of the scholar at the outset of the proceedings.v" 

The general attitude of the Joint Committee is to be contrasted 
with that of the book publishers who charged that "professors and 
teachers are the chief pirates of literary matter." 1'15 Moreover, the 
authors had emphasized the question of limiting the scope of the 
protected class of "scholars," as well as the permissible number of 
copies; they also stressed the plight of authors whose writings were 
primarily intended for libraries and scholars."? And Dr. Shotwell 
acknowledged the possihility of overpro-tecting the scholar by noting 
that "the scholar is, in his use of * * * reproductive processes, taking 
the position of a quasi-publisher." H7 

Subsection (h), which permitted libraries to make single copies of 
works unavailable to scholars and researchers, was highly contro
versial. ASCAP compared it with compulsory licenses for recorded 
music and questioned its constitutionality.I'" The Authors League 
urged greater restrictions to preclude libraries from engaging in the 
publishing business "under the guise of scholarship." 149 The motion 
picture industry feared that the basic concept of this provision might 
spread to tho field of motion pictures.P" On the other hand, tbe Joint 
Committee apparently felt that the provision did not go far enough 
since it did not cover privately printed copyrighted books."! It 
should be noted that subsection (h) provided for the creation of a 
trust fund in the U.S. Treasury consisting of payments made by 
libraries for the reproduction of books which were out of print and 
unavailable. 

The incidental infringement provisions consisted of an extension of 
the Duffy bill approach. Immunity was granted bv subsection (h) 
Ito infringement in the course of simultaneous nows reporting from 
[the location in question; as in the Duffy bill, the excused infringement 
lhad to be" not reasonably avoidable." In addition, the view of the 
Imotion picture industry representative at the Duffy hearings 152 was 
lapparently adopted in subsection (d) which permitted the inclusion 
)f" a work of art visible from a pu blic place" in a photograph, motion 
ricture, or television broadcast. 
H' S. 3043, 7Gth Cong., 3d Sess. (1940). 
.. , Ware Prellmlnary Draft, Note, p. 27, 2 Shotwell Papers 251 (1939). 
'" Minutes of \looting of Committee for the Study of Copyright (hereinafter, "Xlmutes") March 2. 1939, 
.12, 2 Shotwell Papers 66 (1939), 
... Mntnornndnm, July 15, 1938, I Shotwell Paper-s 1~20 (193~1939). 
" Minutes, Nov. 3, 1938, p. 42, 1 Shotwell Papers 169 (1938-1939)• 
." ld. at 39, 1 Bhotwell Papers 166 (l93~1939). 
" Id. at 37, I Bhotwell Papers 164 (l93~1939) . 
• Minutes, Nov. 21,1038, pp, 16, 17, I Shotwell Papers 269-iO (1938-1939). 

Id. at 15, I Shotwell Papers 268 0938-1939). . See also Comparison of the Drafted Proposals of t he 
Ions Interested Groups prepared by Edward Sargoy, dated Nov. 16, 1938, at 17,18, 1 Shotwell Papers 
241 093&-1939).
Mlnntes, Mar. 2, 1939, p. 14, 2 Shotwell Papers 67 (1939). 
[d. at 13, 2 Shotwell Papers 66 (939).
 
Seenote 135, oupra.
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Subspction (h) was the subject of considerable discussion, analysis, 
and eon trovorsv. A:-;CAP originully sought. to limit application of 
the proposal to" (',\'1'11 t.s ()f a put rio tic or po Iitical na ture." /.,\ Concern 
was expressp,l over t.h« lise of Ute clause under corisidcrn t ion "for t.he 
purpose of infl'ingin;..; ('oJl.nightNI works under the guis~ of depicting 
public cvont.a." [:,1 At a ttL-r sta~.;l', hOWCH'l', the SOCI('\.\' took the 
position that thp cnt.ire subsection should be eliminated IJl'('lwse therp 
was~-

no reason whv JJI'o~lde:l"I('ro und mo t io n pict ur e producers should hI' permitted to 
profit, f rorn tl;e 11", of the properl.\· of eflp.\'I'ight owners unless' the ,"JII'ent of such 
O\\rJH'1':-- i...; :-;('('Ill'cd ill aeIva-llce. I::',') 

ASCAP was prepared to "lll1ve the courts pass upon tItl' question as 
to whether the use is u fair one." 156 

On the other hand, tho broadcasters and motion picture producers 
were proponents of the measure, insisting that thPY wen' confronted 
with the insupcrubIe problem of "clearing" the use of the copyrighted 
music which might Ill' played at, a football game or a parade.!" In 
commenting O!J Ute filial draft of the bill, the fran tel'S explained that the 
immunity was to be limited to cases in which "permission or the copy
right owner could !JOt. have hor-n obtained in advance wit l: the use of 
reasonable diligence." 1:,8 And till' broadcasters ugrccd 10 limit the 
exemption to Cases in which the~bI'Oadcnst('fs received "no direct 
compensation." 159 

The special innuunity grunted in subsection (d) with respect to 
works of art, though supported by music publishers and libraries/ 50 

was sharply criticized by the songwriters as-
desr.royin, ('opyri"hl Oil works of art, sinr« anv public exhibition Of " work of art. 
would innnodiatetv I'()IllOY" copyr iuh! protection by permit.tins; phoi,gmphs to ho 
ta kt-n and diotribnted. IGl 

The motion picture industry was willing to qualify thl' inuuunitv 
with the requirement t.hut the use be "not for profit." 16" The book 
publishers also wen' of t.ho opinion that the provision was too loosely 
drawn.l'" 

Subsection (c), like subsection (d), was designed to "safeguard the 
taking of pictures of works of art and architecture when visible from 
a public placc."'6~ Subsection (c) permitted all rcpresent.rtions of an 
architectural work as long as they "are not in the nat.ure of archi
tectural models, designs, 01' plans." The copyright 0\\ ncr was in 
any event precluded from enjoining the completion or us« of an ill
infringing building. 

Subsection (u) complemented the limitation of musical performing 
rights to public performance for profit, found in section I (e) of the 
Thomas bill. The remedies of the act were withheld in t118 case of a 
performance by a "bona fide charitable, religious, or «duce.tional 

'" Minutes, June 13,1931), p, 17,r3 Shotwell Papers 153 (1Q39). 
1St [hid. 
'" Memorandum, Juno 20,1939, p. I, 3 Shotwell Papers 221; (1939). 
'50 Ibid. 
15' Id. at 5-7, 3 Shotwell Papers 141-143 (1939). 
'" Notes and comments on the Draft of December, 1939, p. 11, 4 Shotwell Papers 240 (""19--1941). 
UD Outline or chances in the Oopvright Lavv Proposed by Broadcasters and Prepared [Dr t.he Commttre

011 the Study or Copvrlaht, November I, 1939, 1 Shotwell Papers 123<r123r (19a&-IQaQ). 
'80 Collected Comments Upon Sections of Copyrlgnt BIll BUll on the A~enrta, November 10. 19~9, P- 6n, 

4 Shotwell Papers 99 (193!H941). 
'" Memorandum, June, 1939. p. 5, 3 Shotwell Papers 265 (1939). 
H:2 See nate 160, .supra..
 
'" Ibid.
 
'" Notes and Comments on the Draft of Dooornber, 1939, p. 12, 4 Shotwell Papers 241 (1'.M9--1941). 
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organization." Two provisos were attached. The entire net pro
ceeds had to be devoted exclusively to chnritahlo, religions, or cducu
tionul purposes and no part of the proceeds could inure to the private 
benefit of a promoter. The second proviso was criticized as under
mining the entire effect of the imrnunity j'P tho book publishers, how
ever, insisted OIl its inclusion. 166 

It might seem that this immunity is narrower than the general con
ccpt of It performance "not for profit." On the other hand, the pro
posal might conceivably excuse certain radio broudcnsts which tho 
courts had hold were "for profit." In any event, tho broadcasters 
strongly favored this provision, while the authors opposed it. 

The Shotwell provisions concerning fail' use were «laboruto and 
varied. They Ill:IY perhaps be grouped under four gencl'allwadings. 
(I) Tl tr needs of scholarship were recognized in su bscct.ious (I), 
19), and (It). (2) For soruewhu.t different reasons, broadcasters und 
tr-levisors were permitted by section (r) to record their programs for 
private file and reference purposes. (;l) Certain incidental infringe
ments wore excused by subsections (b) and (d). (4) The rights of 
thp owners of copyrights in musical compositions und nrchit.octural 
works were specifically limited by subsections (a) and ( ..) so as to 
sa notion certain uses of such works. 

.\10,,1 01' the nations having copyright. laws hn vc l'11:lclccl specific 
provisions concerning fair U";P. .\LtIlY of t.hcse provisions an' ext.en
sivc and iut ricnt o. T1H'Y of'ton muko specific mcnt ion of the diflcrcut 
classes of copyrighted runt erial open (0 usc. TIl<' conditions lind 
qunlificntions 1'(']ating to fair lise HI'<' ol'tcn specified in some clctuil. 
Brief «xnmin.uion will he /ila(!t> of such limiting fuctors as the' purpose 
01' type of the USl" t.ho h-ngth of quotu tious and the 1'('({UireIlWIlL of 
ncknowledgernent, with attention bping given to variutious among 
diff'erout clusst-s 01' work. Following I his, a 1II0\'() dct.ailr-rl examination 
01' till' T'nit cd Kingdom Act of 1HG(i will be mude ill order to afford 
an in Il'gmtl'd picture of a single statute con t aining relatively ('xt"nsivp 
[uir lise provisions, Filially, prrt.inr-nt. provisions 01' intcrnu t ional 
couvoutions will 1)(' noted. 

The most characteristic fnir usc provision sanctions limited usc' of 
ropyright cd mutoi-iul for crh.cutiouul, scicut ific, or similar purposcs 
including criticism and discussion. The privilege of using extracts 
for the purposes of criticism and review is frequently permitted by 
express provision. Ropresoutativo provisions are found in the 
statutes of Brazil (art. GGG(V)); Denmark (§ 13); Franco (urt , 41); 
India (§ 5:2);Ituly (art. 70); Lebanon (urt.14\l);Netherlands (nrt.16); 
Rumania (art. 14); thl' 1"nit.od Kingdom (§ (l); nnd other British 
Commonweal th nu.tions.''" 

185 Memorandum, October 15, HJ39, p. n, 4 Shot.well Papers 22 (1039-1941). 
I" See noto lGO. sutsra, lI16. 4 Shotwell I',ljwrs 97 (19:19-1041). 
re Tho statutes ofrnrl'iVIl countries are translated in COPYRIGHT LAWS A"-'D THEATIE8 OF TilE 

WORLD 0\156) which collection. Including its 1957 supplement, is the basts for the discussion of all the 
rorelgn laws (,,{l'[l,llt the r('('('nt statutes of Pr-un-e (L:l\\ ""0. .')7-2\1)1), Indh (La'\" ~TO. 14 or 19t)7) and the 
United Kingdom l3 & 4 ELIZ.~, r. 74). 

11I1 li?(}.• nl\n~rfA § 17. 
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The particular purposes or types of work entitled to the privilege 
are not uniform. Article 41 of the French law of 1957 contains fairly 
broad specifications; permitted are: 
Analyses and brief quotations justified by the critical, polemical, pedagogical, 
scientific, or informational chara cter of the work in which they are incorporated. 

Even broader is the provision of the Portuguese law which includes 
publications for "religious 01' recreational" purposes as well as the more 
usual "teaching, scientific, literary, artistic" purposes.l" The desi~
nation of "literary" purpose, repeated in various other statutes,' 0 

might seem sufficiently broad; the addition of "recreational" renders 
it difficult to imagine a purpose not covered. 

Additional uses and purposes specified in statutes embellish the 
general theme. For example, the Chinese law includes "reference 
purposes," 171 while the law of Japan permits quotations "to provide 
for the aims of a book of ethics." 172 The law of Argentina permits 
the publication of a photographic portrait for "cultural purposes" 
generally as well as in connection with events of public interest.I" 
And compilations and anthologies are frequently granted certain 
immunitics.!" 

The charitable purpose or nonprofit character of a use are some
times considered significant, but usually in connection with the priv
ilege of performing It work publicly. Thus, the law of Denmark per
mits the performance of a musical composition not only in connection 
with teaching but during "popular meetings and * * * festivals" 
where there is no admission fee or clement of private gain. Public 
performance is also permitted: 
when the proceeds are devoted exclusively to charity or to other purposes of pub
lic benefit, provided the performers do not receive any payment. 116 

Private or personal use is sanctioned explicitly by more than 20 
countries. Many statutes usc the terms "private use" or "personal 
use." 176 Others take a more indirect or limited approach. Thus the 
law of Brazil permits "the hand making of a copy of any work, pro
vided that such copy is not intended for sale." 177 These provisions 
presumably sanction reproduction of the entire work. 

B. 'l'HE AMOUNT OF MATERIAL 

A number of statutes prescribe, to various degrees of specificity, the 
amount of material which may be used freely by persons other than 
the copyright owner. Such a restriction is ordinarily imposed in con
junction with other limitations. This is not universally true, how
ever. Under the German law, for example, "single passages or minor 
portions" of a published literary work may be used in any "inde
pendent literary work." l78 

'61 Art. 19. 
no E.g., Panamanian law. Article 1924of the Administrative Code specifies "a dellnlte literary purpose."

The law of Chile permits reproduction of recitations and short extracts In "sclentlllc, literary01' critical works 
at pubUc lectures or In educational texts," (Art. 11) [Emphasis addod.l Rut such usn must be "solely for 
the purpose of explaining the text of the work." 

111 Art. 24(1). 
'" Art. 30(3). 
III Art. 31. 
III E.g., Guatemala, Art. 17. 
m'14(h). 
III E.g., France (Art. 41, 2); Sweden (, 10, snbdlvlslon 1); Austria (, 42(1)); Turkey, Art. 38.
 
If! Art. 666 (VI).
 
171 U9, 1. 

561181-60----8 
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Several statutes set specific quantitative .limits on the amount of 
material which may be taken. Thus, the law of Argentina specifies 
as a limitation" not more than one thousand words from literary or 
scientific works, or not more than eight bars from musical works." m 
Such material must, in any case, be" indispensable" for the achieve
ment of the enumerated purpose for which such use may be made. 
One thousand words and four bars of music are prescribed in the 
statute of Colombia."? The luw of Sweden limits certain uses to 1 
printed page of a literary work lSI and 30 bars of music which cannot 
exceed one-twentieth of the new colleotion.!" And m the Ukraine, 
elaborate limitations are imposed, with distinctions in the number of 
"printed characters" based on the length or nature of the literary 
work; one-quarter of a page is the limit with respect to a musical 
score and one reproduction with respect to a work of the fine arts."" 

More frequent are more general statements of the permissible quan
tity. For example, the Czechoslovakian law mentions "fragments," 
and "inclusions * * * within reasonable limits." 1M The law of 
Denmark speaks of "single published brief poems or musical composi
tions or single passages extracted from published works." 115 Other 
limitations include "brief extracts" (Egypt, art. 17,1), "brief sections" 
(Finland, art. 17), "brief portions" (Norway, sec. 9,1), "isolated por
tions" (Switzerland, art. 26(c) (2)), and "a few sentences" (Turkey, 
art. 35,1). 

C. OTHER CONDITIONS 

In many situations where quotations and other use of copyrighted 
materials arc authorized by statute, a requirement that the source be 
acknowledged is imposed. This condition is found in the statutes of 
several dozen countries, at least with respect to certain uses. Some 
statutes insist upon indication of both the author and the source. 
Thus, the French law requires mention of both and clearly indicates 
that this is a condition of quotation, reviews, parodies, or dissemina
tion of public epceches.!" Other statutes, such as that of Sweden, 
require only the name of the aut.hor.!" Some statutes provide more 
generally for a "clear indication of source." 188 Section 6 of the United 
Kingdom Act of 1956 defines its requirement of "sufficient acknow1
edgement" to include the title or description of the work and, ill most 
cases, the name of the author. 

There are a number of statutes which condition the right to copy 
material upon the absence of an express reservation of rights by the 
copyright owner. These apply most frequently to the use of news
paper and periodical articles and are often accompanied by a require
ment that the source be acknowledged. Characteristic arc the statutes 
of Belgium (art. 14), Columbia (art. 21), Germany (sec. 18), Mexico 
(art. 7), and Switzerland (art. 25,4). 

The absence of a notice by the copyright owner is also a condition 
in Finland with respect to architectural drawings; 18lI in Iran with 

'" Art. 10.
 
'" Art. 15.
 
,,, '11(3).
 
lIS 112(2).

," 1~(a). 
," 117(G), (d).
 
'" 114(a).
 
'" Art. 41, 3.
 
,IT 113.
 
'" E.g., ChUe (Art. II); Germany (t26).

'" t 17,8.
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respect to the first compilation of the works of a deceased author; 1110 

in Hungary with respect to photogtaphs of press interest; 191 and in 
the U.S.S.R. with respect to architectural works, exhibition of any 
works, and the use of literary matter as a text for a musical work.!" 

Another condition imposed in some countries is noninterference 
with the moral right of the author. In other words, the reproduction 
must be faithful. Thus, in the Swedish law 193 and the new Mexican 
statute,"! the reproduced texts may not be Haltered." And the 
provision of the German law authorizing reproduction of news items 
in the absence of an express prohibition 195 predicates such authoriza
tion on the condition that the reprint "does not distort the sense 
of the article." 

D. THE UNITED KINGDOM ACT OF 1956 

Section 6 of the new British copyright statute, sets forth "genera
exceptions from protection of literary, dramatic, and musical works."
This clause is the heart of "fair dealing," an area in which great 
interest had developed in the preparation of the new law. Section 
7 enacts special exceptions respecting libraries and archives. As 
indicated earlier, this specialized area will not be covered extensively 
in this study. 

Section 6 exempts from infringement "fair dealing" for the purposes 
of (1) research and private study, (2) criticism or review, and (3) con
veying news of current events to the public. The uses described in 
(2) must be accompanied by "sufficient acknowledgement." Sub
section (3) applies to broadcasts and news reels as well as news
papers and magazines; with respect to the latter group, acknowledge
ment is also required. 

Subsection (4) of section 6 permits'reproduction "for the purposes 
of a judicial proceeding or for the purposes of a report of a judicial 
proceeding." This immunity is apparently absolute and is not by its 
terms limited to "fair dealing" with the copyrighted material for the 
purposes enumerated. 

Subsection (5) limits performing rights by permitting the public 
reading or recitation under certain conditions. The permitted reading 
must be (a) by only one person, (b) of a "reasonable extract," and 
(c) not for the purposes of broadcasting. 

An elaborate provision permitting the inclusion of a short passage 
from a copyrighted work in a collection of mainly non copyright .na
terial intended for school use is found in subsection (6). This provi
sion does not apply to copyrighted works which themselves were 
published for school use and does not authorize any publisher to use 
more than two excerpts from the works of anyone author during a 
5-year period. In addition, the'educational purpose of the work must 
be clearly indicated by the publisher who must make sufficient ac
knowledgment in connection with the passage. The similarity be
tween this provision and the section of the Dallinger bills discussed 
above is not surprising; both were patterned after subsection 2(1)(iv) 
of the British Act of 1911. 

'10 Art. 2-l6, 3• 
•" 171,9.,,, 19.
 
," It 11,12.

'NArt. 15 (c).
 
III 1Ill.
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Section 6 also grants broadcasters the right to make recordings for 
their internal use in connection with an authorized broadcast. Re
striction upon this right insures that the permission applies only to 
"ephemeral" recordings. . 

Section 6 does not contain the only group of provisions covering 
fair use. Section 9 enacts fair dealing provisions with respect to 
artistic works. Thus, artistic works are treated in similar fashion to 
literary, dramatic, and musical works with respect to "fair dealing" 
for the purposes of private study, research, criticism, and review. In 
addition, permanent public exhibition of an artistic work entitles 
the public to paint, draw, photograph, film or televise the work, a 
right accorded also in connection with architectural works. Artistic 
works may also be reproduced for the purposes of a judicial proceeding 
or in its report, and may be included in a motion picture or telecast 
by way of background or incidental use. In addition, a limited use 
of studies, sketches, molds, and the like, is reserved to the originator 
of a work, even if he no longer enjoys its copyright. 

Section 41 contains special provisions concerning certain uses in
schools. It thus is a counterpart to section 6(6) which permits inclu
sion of passages from copyrighted works for publications designed 
for school use. Section 41 deals with uses other than by such publi
cations. In rather complex provisions, the section permits the 
reproduction of the work "in the course of instruction" and per
formance for a school audience. The provisions are hedged with 
limitations and exceptions. 

It will be noted that the use of the term "fair dealing" in several 
different contexts recognizes and perpetuates a good deal of judicial 
interpretation on the scope of the pertinent privileges. The impreci
sion of the term was recognized in the parliamentary debates on the 
bill. The Lord Chancellor observed that: 

So far as I know, the term [fair dealing] has never been defined in the courts. 
Obviously, it is difficult to deterrnine.t'" 

It is apparent, however, that the provisions of the new British Act 
were intended to expand the scope of fair dealing. The report of 
the Copyright Committee of the Board of Trade indicates several 
respects in which the wording of the 1911 act was being modified so 
as to expend the scope of fair dealing. For example, the privilege 
of the critic was expanded to cover use of a work other than that 
under review.!" Similarly, the right of summary enjoyed by news
papers was extended to radio and television broadcasts and motion 
picture newsreels. And in the House of Lords Committee discussion, 
it was stated that: 
It is obviously desirable that the clause which protects fair dealing with literary 
and dramatic and musical works, should not he narrowly confined * * *.'88 

The view that authors' rights should not be eroded through expan
sive fair dealing provisions was voiced by Viscount Hailsham in the 
parliamentary debates. Against an attempt to add a broad authoriza
tion of fair dealing with material in certain publicly supported schools,I. HaD5lU'd. Parl/amenlarv Debates, House of Lords, November 29, 1955at 912.
 

"' Paragraph 41.
I. Parl/amtfll4rr DebaU" House of Commons, Standing CommIttee B, at 160 (lune 28, \9156). 
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he argued that an author ought not be penalized for the adaptability
 
of his work for educational purposcs.!" He urged that:
 
As public authorities we should set an example in fair treatment of artists, com

posers and authors. 200
 

Section 41 of tho Act, apparently represents a compromise 011 t.his
 
Issue.
 

Whether or not the British Aet, achieved fairness and eflocti vcru-ss 
cannot yet be determined fully. Nevertheless, it represents an 
elaborate attempt to deal with the problem of fair use by statute, 
while permitting a substantial measure of judicial flexibility. 

E. INTERNA1'IO:\AL CONVENTIONS 

It bas already l)('('11 noi.ed that article 0 of the Berne Convention 
recognizes the right, ill the uhsenco of express prohibition, to repro
duce certain newspaper articles. Such articles must be on current 
economic, political, and religious topics. Article 10(1) also sanctions 
short quotations from newspaper articles and periodicals. Related 
provisions are found in the Pan-American multilateral conventions. 
Thus the privilege to reproduce or extract from newspapers, periodical 
literature or other material of current interest is covered by the 
Montevideo Convention (art., 7 and 8) ; the Mex-ico City Convention 
(art. 8 and 10); the Buenos Aires Convention (art. 11); and the Wash
ington Convention (art. (2). 

The Berne Convention expressly reserves for domestic legislation 
provision for the right to reproduce speeches, lectures, etc.201 and 
make certain uses of extracts of other works for press purposes 202 and 
for the right to include excerpts of literary works in educational or 
scientific publications, or in chrestomathies, insofar as this inclusion 
is justified by its purpose.203 The latter right is expressly recognized 
by the Mexico City 201 and Buenos Aires 205 Conventions. The latter 
provides: 
The reproduction of extracts from literary 01' art.istic publications for the purpose 
of instruction or chrestomathy docs not confer any right of property, and may, 
therefore, be freely made in all the signatory countries. 

The 'Washington Convention is slightly broader in this connection; 
article 12 provides: 
The reproduction of brief extracts of literary, scientific, and artistic works in 
pedagogical or scientific works, in chrestomathies, or for the purposes of literary 
criticism or of research shall be permitted, provided such extracts are reproduced 
exactly and that their sources are indicated in unmistakable manner. 

V.	 ANALYSIS: THE ISSUES UNDEHLYING FAIn USE AND THJ;;lH 

POSSlllLE LEGISLA1'IVE RESOLUTION 

The foregoing indicates that the concept of fair usc is potentially 
coextensive with the question of infringement. Employing "fair use" 
in its broad conuotation-s-such as signifying an appropriation of 

ua Hansard, ap. cit., note 196, mpru, at 009• 
• 00 [d. at 911.
 
", Art. 2 biB.
 
... Art. 10 bla.
 
toI Art. 10, 2
 
... Art. 11.
 
... Art. 12.
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unprotected ideas-has been said to add "needless confusion to an 
already confused area of the law." 206 Whether or not the confusion 
is needless is not altogether clear. But the variations in usage demand 
careful scrutiny. Part.icularly troublesome is the queation, in any 
particular case, whether an insignificant amount of copymg consti 
tutes fair use or noninfringement on other grounds. 

Even within the I~arro,,:er I!1eaning of fair use, the cat-es, foreign 
statutes and domestic legislative prorosals cover a wide variety of 
situations. The common thread in al those situations is the question 
whether Iimitations should be imposed on rights which the copyright 
owner would otherwise enjoy. The key inquiry for legislative solution 
of the problem of fair use would then seem to be: Why should such 
limitations be imposed? 207 Several possible answers suggest them
selves. 

(1) In certain situations, the copyright owner suffers no substantial 
harm from the use of his work. This may be due to the small amount 
of material used. Here, agaitl/":is the partial marriage between the 
doctrine of fair use and the legal maxim de minimis non curat lex. 

Of course, tho view has frequently been expressed to the effect that 
"if the taking is not sufficient to be substantial the question of fair 
use does not arise." 208 Yet Judge Carter has stated that although a 
fair use can never be "substantial," 209 it may be "extensive." 210 

These apparent contradictions suggestJthat there is a borderland 
between (1) the insignificant amount of appropriation which could 
never, regardless of purpose, effect, acknowledgment or intent, amount 
to infringemont and (2) the amount of appropriation which, in every 
case constitutes infringement. Within this borderland, the amount 
used may, in conjunction with other factors, be insufficient to exceed 
the bounds of fair use. 

A use for a purpose different from that fulfilled by the original work 
might also be considered harmless."! This is graphically illustrated 
by the cases in which the lyrics of a song were printed in the course of 
a literary production.t" 

Closely related to difference in purpose is difference in medium. 
The Loew's case and the authorities cited therein indicate that mode 
of expression will not ordinarily preclude infringement; but such 
statutory provisions as section 12(c) of the Shotwell bill concerning 
architecture reach an opposite result, possibly on the ground that 
certain transpositions are not harmful to the copyright owner. 

(2) Practical necessity is at times the rationale of fair use. Thus 
article 10 of the law of Argentina requires that an excerpt be "indis
pensable" to the purpose of the later work. The modus operandi of 
certain fields requires that the rights of each author yield to a step-by

.. Cohen, op, cit., note 7, .!upra, at 46. 
'" See Recht, Pseudo-quouiticti in the Field of the Plastic and Figurati.. Art., 17 REVUE INTERNA

TION ALE DU DROIT D' AUTEU R 80,116 (1957). Fulr URe is vlewed In 1I UNESCO COPYRIGHT 
BULLETIN 2-3 (1949) at 84 aR one of several restrtcttons on copyrtght. It was there stated: "The 
second kind of restriction which one finds In almost all eopyTlg'Jt laws or jurisprudence Is, In the Anglo
Saxon countries, called 'fair use'. This permits reasonable U3e of the works of another In the form of 
quotations, excerpts, or r~sum~s, or (or private studies, orttlclsm, reporting, etc." 

10. Note, 56 COLUM. I,. REV. ,089, f95 (1956).
 
lOt Columbia Picture. Corp. v. Natronal Broadcasting Co., 137 1". Bupp, at 350.
 
'" Loew's Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Bystem, Inr., 131 F. Supp. Ins. 175, (S.D. Cal. Ig55) aff'd 8ub
 

flam Benny v. Loew's, Inc., 239 F. ~d 532 (9th CIr. 1906), cest. granted, 353 U.S, 046 (1957). 
111 Thus, (air use was summarized as "any rensonahlo '1SC, noncorupetttive," by Arthur Farmer, repre

sentative of hook publishers, in heartngs OIl the amendment of Section I(c) of the copyright statute, Bee 
Heariny.• Before Subcommittee No, " of ttu House Committee on Ihe Judlciar, on H.R. ~689, 82<1 Cong., 1st 
S8o... (1951). 

III See note 24, !upra. 
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step progress. This consideration is often linked to the constitutional 
support for fair use as an indispensable tool in the promotion of 
"science." Practical necessity and constitutional desirability are 
strongest in the area of scholarly works. 

Similarly, in reviews of a work, a certain amount of reconstruction 
is often necessary; and in burlesque, the user must be permitted to 
accomplish the "recalling or conjuring up of the original." Of more 
questionable necessity is the use of an earlier work in the preparation 
of a compilation. However, extensive use of earlier works as guides 
and checks appears to be common in this type of work which, although 
perhaps not achieving the intellectual aims inherent in the conatitu
tiona! objective of copyright, does produce useful publications. 

(3) The rights of the copyright owner may often be limited because 
of a public policy quite apart from any questions of copyright. Thus, 
the limitations on performing rights in favor of charitable, educational, 
or religious organizations seem to reflect a policy of indirect Govern
ment support for such organizations. In this sense, they are perhaps 
more akin to tax exemptions than to problems peculiarly related to 
copyright. Moreover, the right of the Government to use copyright 
material springs from the unrelated doctrine of sovereign immunity. 
An independent public policy would also seem to dictate free use of 
copyrighted material for the purposes of judicial proceedings or 
reports of judicial proceedings as insured by the new British statute. 

(4) It may well be that the theory of implied consent, frequently 
is fictitious; it thus fails as an overall basis of fair use. But this 
theory does have vitality in certain areas. There are situations in 
which authors generally (not necessarily the plaintiff) permit a 
particular use. Such can be said for reviews and oririoism."" Per
haps implied consent can be extended to any use which enhances, 
rather than impairs, the value of the copyrighted work, but such a. 
rule might require fine-line drawing and difficulties of proof. The 
creation of a "utilitarian" work such as a form book clearly implies 
consent to put the work to its intended use. More equivocal is the 
"dedication" of a musical composition to a professional football team, 
held in Karll v. Curtis Publishing Co., 214 to-imply consent to any rea
sonable use.associated with the team. 

There are two general approaches to tho implementation of the 
various policy considerations discussed above. One approach is the 
development of broad ground rules for the determination of fair use. 
These might include general statements of the permissible purposes 
for which copyrighted material may be used, conditioned with respect 
to the amount of such material and the effect of the use on the original 
work. The other approach is to seek to solve specific problems by 
specific answers. 

By and large, statutory provisions, particularly proposals for legisla
tive revision in the United States, havo attempted only the latter 
course. Thus, the Shotwell bill sought to cover such things as record
ings by broadcasters for private file use, and incidental infringement 
in the course of the depiction of current events. It is true that those 
provisions of foreign laws which specify maximum amounts of ma
terial that may be reproduced cover the area of fair use more generally. 

•" See Cane, "Wby Ask tor Permlss!on?", Saturday Revlew ot Literature. July 1, lUIlO, p. 20.
 
". 39 F. Supp. 836 (E.D. Wis. 1941).
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But even the foreign laws are often limited to particular situations or 
classes of works. 

American case law, on the other hand, rarely involves some of the 
special situations covered by past legislative proposals. Thus, we 
find no reported cases directly involving literary criticism or review, 
use of material for the purposes of litigation, personal 01' private use 
or copying by libraries for scholarly use. 2I5 Rather, the cases hav~ 
dealt primarily with fringe uses by competitors, particularly in the 
compilation and lawbook fields, and more recently with parody and 
burlesque. Accordingly, they reflect, albeit case by case, and attempt 
to draw more general guidelines. 

The fact that cases and statutes frequently deal with different 
situations can be quite significant. It may indicate that the statutes 
attempt in some respects to codify established practices which are so 
well accepted that they do not produce litigation. Perhaps some of 
the provisions seek to clarify situations involving technical infringe
ments which are ignored by copyright owners. The statute may 
attempt either to anticipate problems or to effect workable com
promises prior to the development of a practical problem into the 
litigation stage. 

In view of the foregoing, the possibilities for treatment of the 
problem of fair use in a new statute include the following: 

(1) Follow the approach oj the Senate committee in 1907 and maintain 
the present statutory silence on the question.--This approach would be 
based on the premise that the 1909 decision has proved neither ill
advised nor out of date. Arguably, the question of fair use, as merely 
one dimension of the problem of infringement, is as peculiarly sus
ceptible to case-by-case solution as infringement itself. It could be 
urged that no statute can effectively cover questions of quantity, 
shadings of purposes and competitive effect and the like. To select 
narrow areas for solution might be inequitable unless there are special 
problems of practical significanoe to be resolved. 

This line of argument was suggested by the approach of ASCAP 
with respect to the incidental infringement provision of the Shotwell 
bill. As already noted, ASCAP was quite prepared to leave the 
question to the courts. The society also argued that "there is no 
exemption under existing law, and no hardship has resulted.t'?" 

(2) Recoqniee the doctrine and grant it statutCFry status in broad terms, 
without clarifying the meaning accorded fair use by the courts.-This 
approach was followed in the Sirovich hills of 1932 which did not 
define or elaborate upon the expression "the fair use of copyrighted 
matter." The bills did, however, require acknowledgement, a con
dition which could be attached or ignored in a new proposal.r" This 
proposal for statutory recognition in general terms may be subject to 
criticism on the ground that it is superfluous or may, no matter how 
well drafted, be read as an inadvertent modification of the case law.218 

(3) Specify general criteria.-This would represent the boldest at
tempt to treat the problem. It could take the shape of codifying the 
common law, by merely specifying relevant factors such as the quan

'" See Smith. on. cit., note 67, .!Upra, 40 Law Lib. J. at 205. 
211 Memorandum, June 2(\ 1039, n. 3, 3 Shotwell Papers 227. 
tl1 A requlrcd acknowledgement does vitiate some or the harmful effE'('tsor unauthorized aJlproprtatitm; 

it could serve as a safety valve against certain piracies which presently would. rely on the Ialr nsf' doctrtm
if called to aecoun t. 

'Ii Sec discussion of the effect of the Jl~tent law codification in 1952 III Note, 60 HARV. L. REV. YO!I 
(1953). 
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tity of the material used, the purposes of the ysc, the non?omJ,letitive 
and incidental character of the usc, etc. Or It could provide for con
trolling effect for cort.aiu factors, for example, by making acknowledge
ment. a condition precedent, or by specifying the permissible amounts 
of material that may be reproduced. A somewhat greater degree of 
predictability would be the objective of such an approach. 

This approach is beset, by the practical obstacles fueing any attempt 
to codify common law or to lcgislu.to ill an area of subtle factual inter
action. It might be tlmt t.hc pstablishrd judicial doctrines would 
survive to fill the gaps which might be left by the new statute. 

Of course it is possible to specify gencrul criteria in such a way as 
to curtail as well as enlarge or recogllii'.(~ the judicial doctrines of fair 
lise. This W:IS done in the Dill bill which permitted no quotation if 
permission W!lS expressly denied. 

(4) Cover specific situations.-Hecogni7.ing the difficulties of Iormu
lating general effective rules in this area, Congress might follow tho 
general approach of past revision proposals fwd attempt to cover 
certain specific si t.uations calling for cln rification. 

(a) There arc certain situations which are presently effective and 
would require more recognition by the statute. These stem either 
from general ll'~('e'ptance as to what the law is, without any reported 
cases Oil the subject, or tcclmioul violations 01' copyright which, for 
practical and other reasons, are never pressed. These would include 
the lise for the purposes of criticism or review or litigation. 

(b) Other sit.uat.ions have not been completely resolved in actual 
practice. One of the more notorious of these presently is burlesque 
or parody. L..cgislative solution of this question might take many 
forms; in the last analysis it would be directed at the question whether 
or not the burlesque form of eutert.ainrnent requires special concessions 
because of the policy considerations discussed above. The considera
tions most directly involved appear to be (i) the practical necessity 
of extensive usc of the work being burlesqued in order to create the 
burlesque, and (ii) the benefit, rather than harm, conferred upon the 
original work. 

Judge Cartel' in the Sid Caesar case appeared to have been impressed 
by the argument of practical necessity. But this argument pre
supposes the desirability of supporting burlesq lies. One writer has 
suggested that increased protection of copyright owners at the expense 
of burlesquers is perhaps "to be welcomed as a spur to more original 
and ingenious entertainment." 219 The defendants in the Loew's 
case, on the other hand, warned that the death knell to the art of 
burlesque, predietable from an adverso decision, "would be a frontal 
attack on freedom in our democracy." 

Judge Cartel' also ernphasizod in Locw's the importance of t.h« com
mercia] nature of the dcfcndunts work, thereby distinguishing bur
lesque from a more scholarly endeavor. But it has been noted that: 
The t.rnuhl« "ill, UJi" COItUlll'rc'i:t!-llOlleommprl'ial dist.iur tion is that both corn
merci II and arti,ti" dements :Irc involvr-d ill almos I, every work.'W 

Another area which has become disturbed bv recent developments 
is the field of personal usc. Photoduplication devices may make 
authors' and publishers' groups apprehensive. The Copyright 
Charter recently approved by C.I.S.A.C. emphasizes the concern of 

./. Note, 31 NOTRE DAME LA W. 40, 54 (1955).
 

.. , Note, ur. COLUM. L. REV. 589, 594 (1956).
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authors over "private" Uses which, because of technological develop
ments, are said to be competing seriously with the author's economic 
interests. On the other hand, it has been argued that, at least with 
respect to books, "none of the photographic processes can compete 
with the book in print either in price per page or convenience of use."~1 

Perhaps another area for special treatment is that of incidental 
use in motion pictures and broadcasts of public spectacles, dealt with 
in the Shotwell bill. Whether this is presently an area of controversy 
is not known. 

In covering specific situations, Congress might choose to affirm 
or reverse the judicial disposition of a particular issue. An indirect 
example of the latter approach is found in the reaction to the famous 
British Colonel Bogey case 222 wherein a brief excerpt from plaintiff's 
musical composition was included in a newsreel and deemed an in
fringement. This gave rise to the provisions in the Duffy and Shotwell 
bills excusing such incidental infringements. 

VI. SUMMATION OF THE ISSUES 

1. Should a statutory provision concerning fair use be introduced 
into the U.S. law? 

2. If so: 
(a) Should the statute merely recognize the doctrine in general 

terms and leave its definition to the courts? 
(b) Should the statute specify the general criteria of fair use? 

If so, what should be the basic criteria? 
3. Should specific situations be covered? If so, what specific 

situations? 
'" Shaw, op. lit .• note 66, supra, at 302. 
'" Ilawkes & Son, Ltd. v, Paramount FUm Services, Ltd. [1934J 1 Cb. 593; 50 T.L.R. 363. 
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COMMENTS AND VIEWS SUBMITTED TO THE COPYRIGHT 
OFFICE ON FAIR USE OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS 

By Harry G. Henn 
APRIL 7, 1958. 

• • * I am submitting my comments and views on the study on Fair Use pre
pared by Alan Latman.

* * * [Professor Henn here made several valuable suggestions regarding certain 
details of the study.) 

With respect to the summation of the issues (study, p. 34), I do not favor 
introducing into the U.S. law a statutory provision concerning fair use. 

Sincerely yours, 
HA.RRY G. HENN. 

By Walter J. Derenberq 
APRIL 8, 1958. 

I have now had an opportunity to read and consider the excellent study on 
Fair Use prepared by Mr. Lutman. With regard to the issues on which our 
comments have been invited, page 34 of the Latrnan study, it would be my view 
that no general definition of "fn.ir use" should be included in the statute and 
that the general applicability of the doctrine and its scope should be left to the 
courts. 

I believe-and the Latman study seems to bear this out-that the term "fair 
use" defies definition and that in the long run more would be accomplished if 
our courts would be entrusted with set.tirig the outer limits for the doctrine as 
they have been under the Act of 1909. We have always been faced with the 
same problem when we are considering 11 definition of "unfair competition" and 
here, too, experience would seem to have demonstrated that the most progressive 
and advanced unfair competition law may be found in those countries whose 
statutes contain a general prohibition against all forms of unfair business conduct 
without attempting to enumerate each individual proscribed practice. Similar 
general provisions against unfair practices without any attempt to define the 
terms "fair" and "unfair" appear, as you know, in several international conven
tions and in section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Even the new 
Trademark Act of 1946, in section 3:3(b)(4) refers to a "defense of fair use" of 
a descriptive term or a person's own name without attempting to provide any 
additional statutory guidance to the courts in determining the scope of this defense. 
It would seem to me to be impossible to draft a general definition of "fair use" 
which would embody even all the tests and standards so ably set forth in the old 
leading case of Folsom v. March (Lat.man study, footnote 6) in 1841. I doubt 
whether any effort to defino "fair trse" by statute would make the task of our 
judiciary any easier even though Judge Augustus Hand, in Dellar v. Samuel 
Goldwyn, Inc., 104 F. 2d 661,662 (2d Cir. 1939), referred to the "fair use" problem 
as "the most troublesome in the whole law of copyright." 

Nor am I confident that if we had a general definition of "fair use," the decision 
in the recent parody case-Benny and Columbia Broadcasting Co. v. Loew's Inc., 
116 USPQ 479 (1958)-would have been different and might not have resulted in 
a four to four split in the U.S. Supreme Court. 

It would be my preference, thereforc, to make no mention of the fair use defense 
in the proposed new statute, particularly If the latter should eliminate the distinc
tion between common law and statutory copyright-as I hope it will-so that no 
question may arise as to whether the fair use doctrine would be available only 
under the statute and not at common law. 

On the other hand, after considering the new British Act and the recent report 
on copyright to the Royal Commission in Canada, I would like--in answer to 
question 3 of the Latrnan study-to see the proposed statute make pro vis ion with 

• 
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regard to ~ertain specific .tmublesome situ~tion" wi~hout, how.evcr, going into as 
'nuc~ ~ctaI! as ~he new Brit.ish Act and purt.iculnrly without having a set of sepurur.u 
provisions for literary works on the one hand and works of art and designs on tho 
other. I would favor the inclusion of sonic provision dealing with the library 
problem covered in section 7, snbsections 1 and 2, of the new British Act· I sec no 
reason why a similar set of rules should not bc incorporatcd in our pm\;oscd law 
but would also agree with the Canadian rcporL that subsection 2(d) should ho 
modified and 2(e) elhu inntcd. There is also iu uch useful specific language in thc 
remaining part of section 7 of the British AcL. 

I would also be in favor of a specific provision authorizing broadcasters to 
make so-called "ephemeral" recordings. 

In order to protect the motion picture indust.ry against certain "strikc" suits, 
it might be feasible to adopt a provision si!fdlar to sect.ion G, subsection 9(5) of the 
British Act to the effect that the copyright in an artistic work is not infringtfd 1)\· 
inclusion in a motion picture or television brondc:','it if it is used only incidentall}' 
and as background material. 80n'e ot.hr-r specific problems might \\ I:ll be 
regulated, such as the problem of reconstrur-f.ion of architectural works (see. Ii, 
subscc. 9(10) of the British Act), or sorr.e of the other exceptions cnun-er.rrr-d in 
section ll. But lot we reinterate that my br.sio approach would be to ieuvo the 
fair use problem as flexible as possible and not to formulate a general dcfu.it.iou 
which, as past experience has shown here aIle! in other countries, couid never 
satisfactorily serve as a uniform standard for the infinite variety of problems 
which center around the concept. of fair use under eopyright. 

Sincerely yours, 
WALTER J. DERENB,mG 

By John Schulman 
APRIL S, 1958. 

I have read with great interest Mr. Latman's discussion of the subject of Fair 
Use. 

My reaction to this phase of copyright law revision is very much the same as that 
which I have expressed concerning performing rights. The study discloses that 
the doctrine of fail' use, although not defined ill any single, precise sentence: or para
graph, is well developed in our jurisprudence. It would be much better, in my 
opinion, to continue to rely upon these rules which have made a workable adjust
mont between the interests of the public and those of the copyright owners, than to 
upset that balance by a new statutory dcfinition. 

To most of us who are familiar with this branch of the law, the doctrine of fair 
use is reasonably definite. It is eq uully as definite as many legal criteria \\ hich we 
employ to advise clients from day to day. There is no mathematical fOl'l1'Ula, 
for example, by which to determine what constitutes negligence, or by \\ hich to 
determine what a reasonably prudent man would do in a given circumstance, but 
courts and lawyers apply the principle of these legal doctrines all the time. In 
exceptional situations the line of den'arcation may he so hazy that the difference 
of opinion is extremely wide but for the most part there is littlc practical difficulty 
in applying the rules of law. Fair use depends upon so many factual circun-stnnces 
that no adequate statutory language could be more definite and precise than the 
tests used by the courts, and no statute can cover every conceivable situation. 

I think that our difficulties in this area do not stem from the absence of a 
statutory rule, but from Ignorance of the jurisprudence. A greater k nowledgo 
about the doctrine of fair use and its application would allay many misconceptions 
and make a change of law unnecessary. 

It is my view that no definition of fair use be attempted. Any report 011 the 
revised statute should state that the doctrine of fair use as developed in the courts 
of the United States is approved. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN SCHULMAN. 

By Ralph S. Brown 
MAY 5, IU5S. 

The dominant impression that emerges from Mr. Latman's helpful study is that 
a statutory definition of fair use is inordinat.cly difficult. Since I, for one, regard 
a liberal concept of fair use as essential to our American concept of copyright, it 
seems in one sense an abdication of responsibility to ignore the subject in the 
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statute. Yet the history of statutory attempts in this country, and the exn.mples 
from abroad, suggest great difficulties in specifying the scope of fair use for par
ticular situations. On the other hand, II general statutory recognit ion of fair use 
seems to add nothing to the present law as a guide for the courts. TIH're will 
always be new situations and new uses arising, so t hat a detailed statute, even if 
it gave some present guidance to the courts, would be certain to fall behind the 
times. 

There are two general proposals on which I might comment hriellv : It does not 
seem to be a helpful approach to make the fairness of use conditional on acknowl
edgment of the source. Though acknowledgment of credit may be an important 
element in determining whether 11 given use is fair, it should not immunize excessive 
takings. Conversely, the absence of acknowledgment should not stigmatize 
insubstantial ones. 

Proposals that would give the copyright OWner power to forbid any use are open 
to especially strong objection, Just as acceptance of the benefits of statutory 
copyright is conditioned on ultimate dedication to the public, so also permission 
for fair use should be implied in the statutory gru nt, If there is any doubt that 
our public policy requires the acquiescence of the copyright owner in copying that 
is insubstantial and noncompetitive, then perhaps these words should be included 
to make it quite clear that such copying is not an infringement. However, I doubt 
that this is necessary if the statutory statement with respect to infringement hi 
consistent enough with present law so as to permit the survival of existing prece
dents. I realize that these precedents leave many areas of fair use uncertain in 
their boundaries, but that is a kind of disorder characteristic of the common law, 
and one that people seem to be able to live with. 

RALPH S. BROWN'. 

By Edward A. Sargoy 
.TUNE 3, 1958. 

He: Copyright Office Revision Studies, Fair Use of Copyright Works by AI'lIl 
Latrnan. 

I have read with great interest Alan Latmuu's finely doric analysis of the judi
cial development of the concept of "fair usc" of copvrighted works. I pn rt icu
larly appreciate his perceptive breakdown of the subtle shadings in the criteria 
developed by the courts, These depend, as he indicates, upo n such a diversity 
of factors, among others, as the character of thc works involved, the type of lise, 
the objective of the user, the rel at.ive amount and importance of use involved, the 
effects of the presence or absence of c-imp eti t i-m iu the media concerned, the scope 
of benefits gained, the economic and other effects upon the original work, implied 
eonsen t" forced consent, etc. 

This judicial development tends to persuade me that, except as to certain spe
cific situations, the statute should neither define nor specify general criteria for 
fair use. If a future law were to be modeled on the present system of statutory 
copyright for published and re.rist.ered works, I would not find any necessity to 
depart from the prosout statute's omission to mention fair use (twain, except for 
certain specific situations r would spell out). The concept has deveiopod judi
cially, as Alan La trnan so clearly brinvs out, under our statutory system which 
accords certain expressly defined and limited exclusive rLr,hts to the copyri~ht 
proprietor and not an exclusive right of general use. As r underst nnd it, the 
common law concept of personal property in an unpublished, unregistered in
tellectual or artistic work gi\'es a far broader rivh t of exclusive use to the owner, 
What may be fair use under the statute may not necessarily be non infringemeut 
at common law. 

It is possible that a general revision m:lY bring into the statute aspects of com
mon law protection now left to the :-'tales, either bv way of broadening the defini
tion of publication so as to include t herein first public disseminat ions, or may 
even take over the entire field nf writings, published us \\ ell as unpuhlishcd. If 
this be done, perhaps some distinct.ions as to fair use mnv have to be made in the 
statute, by way of except ions to or limi tn t ious upon remedies, depending upon 
such factors as first publication, public rendition or dissemination, use of notice, 
deposit and rerist ratl-m in the Copyt ivht Office, etc. 

With the possible inclusion of certain new SUbject mutters in the statute, such 
as works of architectnre, And the necessity for clarification in certain fields for 
which there may be general public accept uu ce, I am sympathetic to covering 
special situations expressly in the statu teo I think provisions such as those in 

1161181-60----4 
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section 12 of the so-called Shotwell Committee legislation, the Thomas bill, S. 3043 
(76th Cong., 3d sess., Jan. 8, 1940) providing that 1I0 remedies shall be available 
under that act ill certain cases, could well be given consideration. These would 
cover such matters as the performance of copyrighted musical compositions for 
bona tide ohurituble, religious, ur educational purposes; tbe incidental and not 
reasonably avoidable inf ringnment of a copyrightcd work in the depiction or 
representation of current news events made or taken at, or disseminated from, the 
scene or location, at the time of occurrence: 1he making, distribution, publication, 
exhibitiou, or dissemination of photographs, motion pictures, photographic or 
television images, printed illust.rur iuns ur representations of a work of architecture 
which is not in the nature of architectural models, designs, or plans; the making, 
distribution, publication, exhibition, or dissemination incidental to and as part 
of the depiction of a public scene, of photographs, Illation pictures, or photographic 
Or televised images of a work of art visible from a public place; recording by a 
radio or television broadcaster [or its private tile and reference purposes of any 
matter broadcast; pri vatc truuslar ion for purpose of privu te study or research; 
making of single copies of all unpublished work lawfully acquired by a library if 
such copies are made and used for study and research only and not for sale. 
exchange or hire; an equitable system of remuneration whereby a library may 
make one copy of an out-of-print published work under certain circumstances 
for research purposes and not for sale, exchange, or hire.. Provision might also 
be made fot reproduction of t.he work in conneotion with judicial proceedings, 
along the lines of the British Act of 1956. I merely mention the above as areas 
ill which there may be statutory provisions, which of course must necessarily be 
spelled out in further detnil. 

As Alan Latman's comparative study of the laws in other countries, and the 
history of our own proposed lcgislatioll, indicates, this problem of statutory 
limitations upon or exclusions from remedies in special situations is one which 
comes to the fore, when we consider general revision in this increasingly complex 
field. The British faced it, and their Act of 1956 is more extensive in this regard. 
The recent Report of the Royal Canadian Commission, as you know, also goes 
into these problems rather fully. 

With kind regards, 
Sincerely, 

EDWARD A. SARGOY. 

By Melville B. Nimmer 
JUNE 16, 1958. 

The following are my views with respect to the study, "Fair Use of Copyrighted 
Works," by. Alan Latrnan. 

The Copyright Act should give express legislative recognition of the judicially 
developed doctrine of fair use. However, it is my opinion that such recognition 
should be in general terms, and should not attempt any specific enumeration of 
particular instances. of fair lise. Such specific enumeration would be undesirable 
in that it would lead to a mechanical and rigid application of a concept which, 
by its very nature, is dependent upon a weighting of delicate factors in a given 
factual situation. Moreover, since the courts are not likely to abandon the doc
trine of fair use, even in instances not specifically covered in any particular for
mula, the effect would be to unnecessarily broaden the doctrine of fair use by 
granting its immunity, even where not warranted if the particular formula can be 
made applicable, and by further granting its immunity where the court feels this 
is desirable, even if the formula cannot be made to expressly apply. 

I would therefore suggest that any new Copyright Act expressly adopt and 
thereby codify the existing judicial doctrine of fair use. Furthermore, I would 
expressly exclude from the scope of fair use the unlicensed copying of the "basic 
dramatic core" taken from a copyrighted work. I have previously had occasion 
to discuss this issue in an art.icle entitled "Inroads on Copyright Protection," 
(64 Harvard Law Review, 1123 (1951) at p. 1130). The California Supreme 
Court, in Golding v. R YO Pictures, Inc. (;j5 Cal. 2d 690, 221 P. 2d 95 (1950)), accorded 
protection to what the court there referred to as the plaintiff's "basic dramatic 
core." Subsequently, in TVcit zenkorn v , Lesser (40 Cal. 2d 778,256 P. 2d 947 (1953)), 
the California Supreme Court in effect overruled the Golding case, and held that 
a "basic dramatic core" was nothing more than an idea, and, as such, nonpro
tectible. 

As I have indicated in the article cited above, it seems to me that the underlying 
policy of the copyright law warrants protection for a more or less intricately 
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developed plot line, and that such should not be regarded as merely an "idea," 
subject to the privilege of copying under the doctrine of either fair use or insub
stantial appropriation. It is of course true that any workable distinction between 
a mere "idea" and a "basic dramatic core" is not susceptible of precise statutory 
definition, but must rather be worked out by the courts on a case-by-case basis. 
Nevertheless, a statutory exclusion of a "basic dramatic core" from the scope of 
fair use would create a judicial basis for extending the copyright owner's area of 
protection in this respect to a greater extent than has heretofore been recognized 
under the existing doctrine of fair use. 

Finally, I should like to comment on what is currently the most controversial 
aspect of fair use: the issue of parody or burlesque. 

On the one hand, it seems clear that there should not be an unlimited right to 
copy merely by virtue of the fact that the copier injects his material into a parody 
or burlesque. However, since a copyright owner is less likely to license the use 
of his work for purposes of parody or burlesque than he is for other purposes, 
and since there is a certain social utility to a parody or burlesque (at least when 
it constitutes a satire) I would conclude that although the traditional doctrine 
of fair use should apply in this area, the line of permissible appropriation should 
be drawn so as to give greater freedom to the copier in this area than would other
wise be true under the doctrine of fair use. Nevertheless, this nuance in the appli
cation of the fair use doctrine seems better adapted to case law (and is apparently, 
the view adopted by Judge Carter in the "Gaslight" and "Prom Here to Hternity , 
cases), and probably should not be embodied in any statutory form, unless the 
courts hereafter depart from this approach. 

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the 4-to-4 split by the U.S. 
Supreme Court in Benny v. Loew's, with Justice Douglas not participating, 
may foreshadow a future holding that parody or burlesque is per se privileged 
quite apart from the amount of material copied, in view of Justice Douglas' past 
tendency to limit the scope of the copyright monopoly (e.g., see Mazer v. Stein 
(347 U.S. 201 (1954))). I would regard such a rule of law as unfortunate, even 
though I believe the doctrine of fair use should be most liberally applied in the 
area of parody and burlesque. 

Sincerely yours, 
MELVILL.\<J B. NIMMER. 

By Elisha Hanson 
OCTOBgR 10, 1958. 

Relative to the study on "Fair Use of Copyrighted Works," by Alan Lutman, it 
would seem to be the wiser course to leave the further development of this. phase 
of copyright law to the courts. Accordingly, in my opinion, no statutory pro
vision regulating fair use should be advocated by the panel at this time. However, 
if someone comes up with a proposal for such a provision, I should like to see it. 

ELISHA HANSON. 

By Robert Gibbon (The Curii« PuUishing 00.) 

OCTOBgR 24, 1958. 

* * * * * * * 
The following comments * * * I submit as a representative of a magazine 

publisher, not as an authority on copyright in all of its ramifications. There are 
some aspects of the law which are troublesome to us and to our writers. These, 
and the areas in which appropriate legislation can eliminate doubt and misunder
standing, are the source of major concern to us. 

• * * * * * * 
Fair Use of Copyrighted Works.- We recognize the concept of fair use as an 

abridgment of rights granted under a copyright. The courts have developed 
rather fixed limitations to the concept designed to give as much protection to the 
copyright holder as possible. This is as we think it should be. Any attempt in a 
statute to define fair lise or to classify it would probably expand its scope. We can 
see no benefit to such expansion. 

* * * * * * * 
ROB.\<JRT GIBBON. 
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By lVilliam P. Fidler 
OCTOBER 30, 1959. 

As copies of the various studies on the general revision of the copyright law 
have been received, I have sought the advice of competent scholars concerning 
the r-Iut ionship of the academic profession to the issues raised by these studies. 
At this time I am presenting somo of the points of view expressed by professors 
who are competent to judge the technicalities of copyrights, and I hope to forward 
other views at a later date. 

* * * * * * * 
As to fair usc, the academic scholars I consulted tend to agree with the comments 

of consultants, whose views were printed, particularly with respect to the point 
that statutory treatment of the problem is probably not feasible. Consideration 
might be given, however, to the «nactmen t of a statutory rule applicable to prose 
text, which would permit free copying of a limited number of words without 
permission. The limit might be stated as 50 01' 100. If there were such a pro
vision, a great deal of bothersome correspondence might be avoided. I recognize, 
however, that it would be necessary also to require that the quotation be in 
isolation from other quottttions from the same work, lest. otherwise a substantial 
t-xt be appropriated Il1 the form of a series of relatively brief quotations. I am 
not sure whether a workable statutory provision along this line could be drafted, 
but the attempt might be worth making. 

* * * * * * * 
WILLIAM P. FIDLER. 




